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FICEP’s automatic
Scribing Facility
- makes completing
the jigsaw easier,
faster and far more
cost-efficient

SHOT BLASTING

ADVANCED CNC PRESS BRAKES

FICEP’s has a range of over 100 industry leading, automated steel cutting, high speed drilling,
sawing, punching, notching, lifting, bending and shot blasting machinery
- many of these advanced CNC machines now also incorporate FICEP’s unique automated
patented, Scribing* system.
This proven fully automated system interfaces directly with CAD systems thereby
eliminating machine operator input or manual marking out, offering substantial savings in
labour and production costs during steel processing, fabrication and assembly.
FICEP machines incorporating the Scribing facility are currently being used successfully at a
number of the country’s largest structural steel manufacturing plants and fabrication companies.

PERMANENT MAGNETIC LIFTING
SYSTEM FOR PLATES, BARS & BEAMS

FICEP’s CNC machines can be used as highly efficient stand-alone production units, or by using
both state-of-the-art automation software and Scribing, the combined productivity increases and
reductions in production costs that are achievable are unprecedented within the structural
steel and fabrication industry.

PLASMA & GAS CUTTING

*

FICEP UK Ltd., 10 The Courtyards,Victoria Park,Victoria Road, Leeds LS14 2LB.
Sales Tel: +44 (0) 113 265 3921 Fax: +44 (0) 113 265 3913
E-mail: info@f icep.co.uk www.f icep.co.uk
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Newspaper headlines worldwide were being dominated at the end of
2007 with alarming phrases like ‘credit crunch’ and ‘credit meltdown’,
giving rise to all sorts of gloomy prognostications about the prospects
for the future. Should we be worried?
Global economic events are at the best of times out of the control of
even the strongest governments, so individual countries let alone
industries and the companies within them can hope to do little to
influence events. Companies can at least set their own houses in
order and this is what steelwork contractors have focussed on in the
years since the last major downturn in industry workloads in the early
1990’s. Steelwork contractors are on generally far sounder commercial
footings than some were in the early 1990’s. As bad as today’s outlook
might be when City views are tapped, nobody is forecasting anything
on the scale of that downturn.
Clients can be assured that in 2008 they will continue to have
access to competitive quotes from a wide range of well founded
contractors when they opt for steel. There has been a notable amount
of consolidation in the industry recently. Industry leader SeverfieldRowen has bought a key player in Northern Ireland and Dublin based
SIAC has been on the acquisitions trail on the UK mainland. None of
this has been fire sales of failing companies; on the contrary, all those
acquired have been attractive to their purchasers because of their solid
performance and prospects.
BCSA members are starting the year with strong order books and
a degree of confidence that the outlook remains strong, if not as
promising in one or two areas as it was. Some City or West End
developments might be pushed to the backburner but order books
are healthy and the economic underpinnings look favourable for most
clients.
Steel can be expected to continue to gain ground over competing
alternative materials in 2008 as clients increasingly appreciate the full
Case for Steel, which we start a new series on in this month’s NSC. On
that topic, delegates to the recent Australian Steel Convention were
delighted to hear from a regional director of no less a player than
Multiplex that the company is turning its back on concrete as a framing
material after having been convinced of the cost and other benefits of
steel. You can read more about that on Page 12. Happy New Year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
To take out a subscription please telephone 01344 636525
Annual subscription £97.00 UK, £123.00 elsewhere.
All rights reserved ©2008. ISSN 0968-0098
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British Standards can be used beyond 2010
The BCSA has issued a memo to all
members regarding a marketing circular being promoted by the British
Standards Institute (BSI), that states
four steel standards will be withdrawn in March 2010.
“The circular suggests that British Standards cannot be used after
that date and that all designs must
be in accordance with the Eurocodes,” said Dr David Moore, BCSA Director of Engineering. “Such a view
is incorrect.”

The BSI is a member of the Committee of European Normalisation
(CEN) and as such has an obligation
to withdraw national standards that
conflict with Eurocodes by the end
of March 2010. However, this doesn’t
mean national standards cannot be
used.
The four standards in question
are: BS 4076 1989 Specification
for steel chimneys; BS 5950 Series
structural use of steelwork in building; BS 5400 Series steel, concrete

and composite bridges and BS 8100
Series lattice towers and masts.
Dr Moore explained that in a letter to Nigel Farage MEP dated 15
May 2007, Angela Smith MP (the
then Parliamentary Under Secretary of State) said that Approved
Document A is a guidance giving
acceptable methods of compliance
with the Building Regulations. However, the list of documents contained
within Part A is not exhaustive and,
in effect, any established method

Differing bay heights at
new distribution centre

Ravenscraig
regeneration
gathers pace
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The site of the former steelworks at Ravenscraig in North
Lanarkshire will be the UK’s first new town in more than
50 years and home to more than 10,000 people.
Covering an area of 450 hectares, the project will
require a number of significant construction projects
including retail, leisure, residential, educational and
transport schemes.
One of the first structures to get the green light is
a new 220,000m2 Regional Sports Facility which will
feature a full-size indoor synthetic football
pitch, a 135m-long

of safety design can be adopted
provided it has a proven history for
safe design. Therefore, although our
existing National Standards will not
be referenced beyond 2010, it does
not necessarily mean they cannot be
used in the short term.
“BSI has a policy of reviewing
national standards every five years.
Therefore the four standards will be
reviewed before 2010, to give them
at least another five years of life to
2015,” said Dr Moore.

Conder Structures has erected an out of the ordinary
distribution centre, containing high and low bays, at
Manchester’s Trafford Park, the UK’s oldest industrial park.
Working on behalf of main contractor Morgan
Ashurst, Conder undertook a design and build contract for the 34,444m2 structure and erected 1,900t of
structural steelwork.
The building consists of two sections, one comprising high bays which are 20m to underside of
haunch, and another sector with lower bays which
rise to 13m to underside of haunch.
The high bay area measures 175.2m long x 92.4m
wide and has 24 bays. This high bay section will incorporate an automated warehouse handling system for accessing a pallet racked store.
The connected low bay area of the warehouse
covers an area of 14,950m2 and includes a mezzanine
floor of 6,410m2.
Within the structure there is an integrated twostorey 1,854m2 office building with a reception, staff
rest rooms, offices, and packing and despatch area.

six-lane athletics track, a nine-court indoor sports hall
and six floodlit outdoor five-a-side football pitches.
Project architect HOK Sport, says it has incorporated
the site’s historical steel heritage into the Sports
Facility’s steel design and metal bands, reminiscent of
rolled metal sheets, will wrap around the structure.
The facility will feature some long spans, especially
in the building housing the indoor football pitch. This
part of the overall structure will be 105m long x 22m
high and will feature clear spans in excess of 70m.
Steelwork erection is scheduled to start on site this
summer.

NEWS

Olympic authority unveils
designs for 2012 stadium
The design for the eagerly awaited London
Olympic Stadium has been made public by
the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA).
The 80,000 seat, predominantly steel,
stadium will include 55,000 demountable
seats, a cable-stayed roof sheltering two
thirds of the crowd and a fabric curtain
wall, which will wrap around the structure
to provide extra protection from the
elements.
After the Games, the Stadium’s upper
tier and roof will be dismantled, with the
lower tier remaining as a 25,000-seat

home for athletics and other sporting and
community uses. The steel roof structure
will be scaled down and then re-erected
above the smaller stadium, while all
the steel and materials used for the
demountable structure will be recycled or
reused.
The design and build team for the project
includes Sir Robert McAlpine, architect
HOK Sport, structural engineer Buro
Happold and Watson Steel Structures,
which will be supplying and erecting
approximately 12,000t of structural steel.

Big lifts needed for seaside redevelopment
Main contractor Allenbuild has lifted two steel transfer trusses, with
a total weight of 167t, as part of the
£14.5M redevelopment of the Floral
Hall Gardens site in Southport.
The large steel sections, fabricated by James Killelea, will form
the roof structure for a column-free
conference centre, while above
they will support the frame of a sixstorey hotel.
The largest truss measured 29m
x 4m, weighed 94t, comprised four

main booms and 22 internal members, and required 3,770 bolts. The
second, weighed 73t and consisted
of more than 70 individual steel
members.
Due to be completed by the end
of this year, the Floral Hall development will transform the seafront
at Southport. The project includes
a casino, conference facilities, a
four-star hotel, a new public plaza,
as well as new bars and restaurants.

SCI pays tribute to retiring director

Left: The head table from left to right, Dr Graham Owens, former SCI Director; Graham Watts, Construction Industry Council; Professor David Nethercott, SCI
Deputy Chairman; Garry Richardson, Guest Speaker; Martin Manning, SCI Chairman; Andrew Page, Managing Director Corus Construction and Industrial;
Professor Patrick Dowling; Dr Terry Goodwin, Corus Strip and Graham Couchman, SCI Director.
Above right: Dr Owens (left) receives his Life Member certificate from Professor Dowling.
The Steel Construction Institute’s
Director Dr Graham Owens marked
his resignation after a 21-year career
at the Institute, at the annual dinner
held at the Landmark London Hotel in
November. Guests heard Professor
Patrick Dowling pay tribute to Dr
Owens’ great contribution to the
success of constructional steelwork

in the UK while at the SCI and in his
earlier academic career.
Professor Dowling said he was a
gifted experimentalist who always
produced even more data from his
researches than had been hoped for.
He achieved the rare distinction of
being elected to the Royal Academy
of Engineering on first application.

Earlier contributions to engineering
included producing scale models
of the Thames Barrier, a cutaway
section of which is still on display.
‘I am delighted and proud of all of
his achievements,’ said Professor
Dowling.
Dr Owens, who has been made
the fifth Life Member of the SCI,

said it had been a privilege to be
involved with the SCI. ‘It has been
a challenging experience and we
have been incredibly successful,’
he said. ‘We managed to make a
real difference to the quality of steel
design in construction.’ Dr Owens
thanked all those who had put their
faith in the SCI, especially Corus.
NSC January 2008
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AROUND THE PRESS

Construction News
8 November 2007
Steeling ahead on a massive
hospital build
“There were quite a few reasons why we chose steel in the
end. The speed of construction was the most obvious, it’s
far quicker than concrete to
erect, and by fabricating offsite it meant work on the frame
could begin while we were still
carrying out site preparation
works,” says Mike Harris, Balfour Beatty’s PFI Director.
Construction News
15 November 2007
No time like the present for
steel to reinforce its position
Hospital projects, multi-storey
residential schemes and lowrise developments all use steel
as a framing method as a matter of course, with its speed of
construction a favourite feature for project managers.
Construction News
15 November 2007
Steel provides a Grand
solution
“The building (Grand Canal
Quay Hotel) was originally designed as a concrete trapezoidal bridge structure,” explains
Denis McNelis, Engineering
Director of AMSE. “The design
was too complex for a concrete structure.”
The Structural Engineer
6 November 2007
A new design for steel
bridge decks
The design of steel orthotropic
decks has traditionally reflected the constraints of cost
and fabrication rather than
the aspirations of designers.
Recent advances in materials
joining technology provide an
opportunity to overcome these
limitations.
Building
9 November 2007
Olympic authority unveils
its designs for 2012 stadium
After the Games the stadium’s upper tier and roof will
be dismantled, with the lower
tier remaining for legacy use.
Steel and materials used for
the temporary structure will
be recycled.
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New guide will
aid project efficiency
A new BCSA initiative, endorsed by
the Health & Safety Executive, has
resulted in the launch of ‘Allocation
of Design Responsibilities in
Constructional Steelwork.’
Also known as the Orange Book,
the new publication has been
developed to address the problem
of information flow on construction
projects.
Marion Rich, BCSA Director of
Legal and Contractual Affairs, said:
“For a long time there have been
problems with clients not getting
timely information which then results
in time consuming and expensive
variations to a job. This document has

been launched to address this issue
for steel construction projects.”
The guidance has been produced
in cooperation with the Association
of Consultant Architects, Association for Consultancy and Engineering,
Construction Confederation, Institution of Structural Engineers, SCI, and
Griffiths and Armour, representing
the insurers.
The guide is for all concerned
with steel construction projects,
from client through the supply chain
to steelwork contractor.
The heart of the document
comprises a set of checklists
detailing vital information for the

various activities on a steel construction project.
The new guidance adds an extra
level of detail to the well established
National
Structural
Steelwork
Specification (Black Book). It is also
designed to fit in with other industry
work schedules.
Geoff Badge, Managing Director
of Emmett Fabrications, and
Chairman of the Steering Group
that masterminded the guidance,
said: “We now have a document
that will focus the contract team
into providing accurate and timely
information for the ultimate benefit
of all concerned.”

Long loads leave Lincolnshire
A total of eight 36.5m-long x 4m
wide fabricated trusses have left
steelwork contractor D.A Green
& Sons’ yard, destined for a new
engineering workshop project in
Northamptonshire.
The steel trusses are said to
be some of the longest loads ever
seen in the company’s home county
of Lincolnshire, and each unit required a police escort.
“The trusses are just low enough
to pass under motorway bridges,”
said Sean Clarke, Contracts Manager for D.A. Green. “We did however have to leave the highest purlin cleats off to get the clearance.”
The trusses will form the clear
span roof for the new workshop,

and Mr Clarke said the steelwork
was transported in completed units
in order to cut down on site welding.

Steel shapes speculative
office development

The steel framed workshop will
require D.A. Green to erect approximately 450t of structural steelwork.

Billington Structures has fabricated,
supplied and erected 1,161t of
structural steel for a multi-storey
speculative scheme for Scarborough
Developments in Sheffield city
centre.
Known as the Digital Campus
Office Development, the scheme
is one of many projects currently
underway in the Ponds Forge area of
the city.
The four-level structure includes
basement car parking, 16.5m clear
spans on all office floors, feature
canopies and cantilevers, and steel
braced cores.
During an 18 week programme
Billington also supplied and installed
metal decking throughout the project
and pre-cast concrete stairs.

NEWS

Crown Estate – Warwick Sweeney

was Watson Steel Structures.
Norfolk based steelwork contractor A.C. Bacon Engineering
erected 280t of steel for the Adnams
Distribution Centre (see NSC June
2006) which won the David Alsop
Sustainability Award. This project
consists of a steel frame, which supports large glulam beams clad with
innovative hemp blocks. The design
reduces energy use and the building
has been described as the greenest
warehouse in the UK.
In the Transportation Structures
category the Sheppey Crossing
(see NSC July/August 2007) was
the winning entry. The judges were
impressed with the structure’s
unobtrusive, yet elegant design.
They said its grand statement is
reinforced by elegant proportioning
and delicate detailing.
Steelwork contractor for the
project was Fairfield-Mabey, while
Cass Hayward LLP and Capita
Symonds formed the structural
design team.

Sealand Aerial Photography

A number of high profile UK steel
projects received accolades at the
recent Institution of Structural Engineers’ (IStructE) 40th anniversary
Structural Awards.
The Savill Building in Windsor
Great Park picked up the 2007 Supreme Award for Structural Engineering Excellence. Working with
architects Glenn Howells, consulting
engineers Buro Happold and Haskins
Robinson Waters, SH Structures
supplied the steelwork for both the
timber gridshell roof and the perimeter glazed facades.
The project was also winner in
the Arts, Leisure and Entertainment
Structure category.
The winner in the Sports Structures category was Arsenal FC’s
Emirates Stadium (see NSC April
2005) which the judges said combined a complex steel geometric design to form a fully-functioning large
capacity multi-use project. Structural engineer for the project was Buro
Happold and steelwork contractor

Top to bottom: The Savill Building,
Emirates Stadium, Adnams Distribution Centre and the Sheppey Crossing.

UK debut for new processing machine
The UK’s first FICEP Tipo C25 machine has been installed
at the Severfield-Rowen steel fabricating facility in Thirsk,
North Yorkshire.
The Tipo C25 is said to be the first thin sheet material
processing machine that also combines milling, tapping,
countersinking and machining operations.
Severfield-Rowen’s new purchase – the company’s
eighteenth FICEP unit – replaces three older units and will
process material from 6mm to 20mm thicknesses as well
as improving efficiency in the fittings area.
The Tipo C25 has been specifically developed to process sheet materials from 1.00mm to 25mm, with the facility
to punch, mill, drill, countersink, tap, ream, mark and high
definition plasma cut, all in one processing cycle.
A high-speed punching facility of up 180 hits per minute

can be enhanced with a 14 position tool changer which
has a capacity to utilise punching diameters up to 80mm.
The drilling unit can also perform milling, tapping, countersinking and machining operations.
Other notable features of the new machine include its
monolithic construction, which shortens the installation
time.

Light frame checks in at safari lodge
Metsec Framing Division has
designed and installed the framing
structure for Chessington World of
Adventures’ new safari lodge.
Working with Speymill Contracts,
Metsec installed a free-standing
5,540m2 MetFRAME system which
provides a structure for two threestorey wing blocks, which contain a
total of 150 bedrooms.
Speymill said the decision to use

a MetFRAME structure was based
on three main criteria. It is easily
applied to podium developments, it
is quick and easy to erect, and the
system was able to support a timber
roof.
MetFRAME structures use cold
rolled lightweight galvanised steel
sections to form structural elements
of a building frame. The steel
elements are designed according

to individual requirements, and
produced and assembled into
building frame panels off-site. This
allows for consistency and reduces
construction time.

Kaltenbach’s UK Managing Director Manfred Saenger will
relinquish his position to Simon
Smith, the company’s Sales and
Marketing Director from 1 January 2008. Mr Smith, said: “My
appointment has been planned
to ensure continuity for our staff
and UK customers, with the added benefit of retaining Manfred’s
expertise as part of our team.”
Metsec has been awarded the
ISO 14001 environmental standard accreditation. Stephen
Tilsley, Metsec Chief Executive,
said: “We have reduced CO2
emissions by 25%, reduced gas
consumption by 37% and reduced electricity consumption
by 14%.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Steel wins five categories
at prestigious awards

Peter Owens, Project Manager
for steelwork contractor William Hare, won Lend Lease’s
Partner of the Year award for
2007. The award recognises
those who have made a real and
tangible difference to health and
safety. Lend Lease said William
Hare and Mr Owens have led
a number of initiatives, which
include the Cellshield Barrier
System, the Trailer Unloading
System and Mobile Elevating
Work Platform Frames.
SH Structures was named
‘Structural Specialist of the
Year’ at the 2007 Building Magazine Specialist Contractors
Awards. The event, which was
held at the Park Lane Hilton in
London, highlights the contribution to the construction industry
made by specialist companies in
a diverse range of activities.
Sustainable construction – The
bigger picture – distributed with
this issue of NSC is also downloadable free of charge from
www.corusconstruction.com
CSC’s 3D+ AutoCAD-based modelling system for automating GA
drawing production and integration with the company’s design
software has been upgraded.
The new 3D+ V8 has a number of
new features, such as enhancements to drawings, modelling
and Westok members.

NSC January 2008
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New design and detailing tool for steel frames
Ayrshire Metal Products has
launched a new version of its design
and detailing software AyrSuite
Plus2. The new tool is available free
on request and has been designed
to assist structural engineers,
consultants, architects and steel
fabricators.
Ayrshire says that a number of
new functions have been integrated
into the new version, making it more
comprehensive and easier to use. A
new steel frame optimisation feature
allows automatic selection of the
most cost effective solutions for

Student accommodation
for steel city

Steelwork erection has recently been completed on the Broad Street
student accommodation project in Sheffield, one of many multi-storey
developments currently under way in the city centre.
Robinson Construction has fabricated, supplied and erected more
than 2,000t of structural steel for the project’s four separate blocks, as
well as installing 30,000m2 of metal decking.
Three of the structures, known as blocks A, B and C consist of 10
storeys of student flats. Block D is slightly higher with 12 storeys and
also incorporates a ground floor retail level and a basement car park.
“Block D is at the bottom of the sloping site and although it is taller
than the other structures they will appear to be the same height,”
explained Dave Jackson, Sales and Marketing Director for Robinson
Construction.
More than 800t of steel was erected in Block D, twice as much as
the other buildings. “The retail loadings required heavier sections and
consequently more tonnage,” added Mr Jackson.

Diary
For the BCSA seminar contact
David Moore, email david.
moore@steelconstruction.org
For all Corus events visit
www.corusevents.com, email
events@corusgroup.com
telephone: 01724 405060
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5 February 2008
New Welding Coordination
Requirements for Structural
Fabrication
National Motorcycle Museum,
Birmingham.
£145+VAT BCSA members
£175+VAT non-members.
6 February 2008
Steel: The Show 2008
The Westbury, Dublin,
Free

sections, bracings and openings.
BRE’s automated wind speed and
dynamic pressure programme BreVe
is embedded into the new version.
It makes the calculation of location
specific wind cases quicker, easier
and more accurate.
Another new feature is its
Balanced Airflow calculator which
automatically works out internal
pressure, using both BS6399 and
the method laid in the SCI guide, and
then points the specifier towards the
most economic design.
Other new features include C-

Detail for floor beam and accessories.
Within the steel framing module,
floor/ceiling joists design criteria are
now expanded to include floors with
vibration and ceilings with access.
The framing Design and Detail
module now also includes automated
fixing design and selection to ensure
that designers can advise installers
of the requirements when fixing
panels to hot rolled steel or other
materials.
To obtain a free CD with AyrSuite
Plus2 Tel: 01327 300990 or email
sales@ayrshire.co.uk

Retail giant gets mega
distribution centre
Work has recently been completed on a new Tesco distribution centre in
Livingston, which is believed to be largest building in the UK.
Main contractor Taylor Woodrow completed its design and build contract
in 65 weeks and work included in excess of 900,000m3 of bulk earthworks
and 3,730 driven piles. The 304,800m2 warehouse also required steelwork
contractor Atlas Ward Structures to erect 3,500t of structural steel.
The building, which is over half a mile long, includes three office areas and
a restaurant. The project also involved extensive highways works and parking
facilities for 1,000 people working in two shifts.
The distribution centre is a mixed ambient, chilled and frozen depot with
ancillary buildings servicing the whole of Scotland.

26-28 February 2008
Futurebuild 2008
Earl’s Court, London
Corus will be exhibiting at the show. If
you are visiting the exhibition, please
come along and join them.
12 March 2008
Steel: The Show 2008
Thorpe Park, Leeds
Free

The SCI provide a range
of in-house training
courses to both
Members and Non-Members of the SCI.
Courses can be customised to suit a
company’s CPD objectives.
SCI’s In-House training is a cost
effective approach to ensure your staff
receive the most relevant and up-todate training materials. For a list of all
in-house courses or to discuss your
requirements please contact, Sandi
Gentle T: 01344 636544 or email
Education@steel-sci.com
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Australia

Steel is wizard, says Oz
Steel works for
sport: BCSA
delegates at
the Gold Coast
Titans stadium in
Queensland.

Roger Pope reports on a successful BCSA mission to Australia in November which found that
major companies like Multiplex are turning their backs on concrete in favour of constructional
steelwork.
The objectives of the 19 strong mission were to attend the meeting of the International Steelwork Contractors Group, to join the Australian Steel Convention in Sydney and to visit local steelwork contractors
and steel construction sites.
International Steelwork Contractors Group
The ISCG is a forum established for the exchange
of views between steelwork contractors and trade
associations based in several countries. In addition to
the UK and our Australian hosts, the following other
countries are represented: Canada, New Zealand,
South Africa and the United States.
The ISCG was briefed on the economic
prospects and the market outlook for steel and steel
construction by Australian specialists from local
steel producers BlueScope Steel and OneSteel. The
projections were very positive with the demand for
steel worldwide being buoyant in the next few years.
This in turn is leading to a significant rise in demand
for steel construction associated with mining and
steel processing. The global figures are staggering
with China alone using 62% of its 444 million annual
tonnes of steel in construction related work. Yet,
even at that level, their steel usage per capita is only
265 kg pa compared with a 450 kg figure typical of
developed countries.
There were significantly different views on the
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outlook for steel construction seen from the perspectives of the six countries represented. Both Australia
and South Africa are experiencing booms due to the
demand for their raw material resources. This is also
leading to demand for power plants, commercial and
residential premises to serve the booming economies. It is also sucking in qualified personnel from
New Zealand and causing some problems there.
Canada is seeing very significant differences
across the country with the West being most positively affected by global trade and demand for resources.
Alberta is benefiting particularily from the development of tar sands. However, in the East manufacturings’ dependence on the US, where credit uncertainties and an ‘overhang of too much built real estate
property’, are affecting the business confidence to
invest. Aside from the demand side issues, the US is
experiencing supply side changes with ‘integrated
project delivery’ becoming mandatory for larger
projects. This is blurring the distinctions between the
design teams and the contractors.
Nevertheless, overall the outlook was as positive
all round as it has been for many years. One issue of
concern is the penetration of imported steel products
of doubtful quality – fasteners and hollow sections
were identified. The introduction of CE marking in
the European Union will provide better assurance of
quality through the supply chain as manufacturers

Australia

BCSA President Richard
Barrett outlining steel’s
sustainability credentials
at the Australian Steel
Convention
will need to have their factory production systems
audited regularly and only by approved certification
bodies. This may mean that the CE mark becomes
a mark of quality that other countries might value.
Otherwise, if the EU initiative is successful, products
of dubious quality will be re-routed to countries
without such controls.
Increasingly the standards that apply to steel
construction are agreed internationally. For instance,
EN ISO 3834 is effectively the world standard for
welding quality management; and the BCSA’s
initiative to introduce its requirements through the
NSSS is being repeated in other countries.
One ambition of the ISCG is to develop synergies from such discussions and the Sydney meeting
agreed that sustainability was the priority for joint
action. Richard Barrett, BCSA’s President, was asked
to chair an ISCG Sustainability Task Group with the
objective to use the international framework provided by the ISCG to develop steel as a sustainable
form of construction in terms of economic viability,
social progress and environmental responsibility.
This objective is modelled on that adopted by the
BCSA in its sustainability charter.
The Task Group decided that its priority
should be to understand the issues behind carbon
footprinting and to promote ideas for best practice.
In particular the adoption of the whole life approach
was agreed as crucial as it properly values the
benefits from steel being the most recycled frame
construction material.
Australian Steel Convention
The convention was aimed at the whole steel supply chain from steelmaker to erector. Some years
ago Australia’s biggest company BHP divested itself
of its steelmaking to concentrate on the resources
sector. BlueScope Steel and OneSteel were floated.
Kirby Adams the Managing Director and CEO of
BlueScope Steel predicted further consolidation of
ownership in the steelmaking sector, good growth
powered by Chinese demand and notably that the
sustainability agenda is crucial.
This conclusion from Adams’ keynote presentation was picked up by Nigel Howard of BRANZ
and Andrew Marjoribanks the Chair of the Australian Steel Institute’s Sustainability Group. Howard

emphasised the importance of proper weighting of
the credentials of competing materials, citing the
international acceptance that only Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) should be used to assess materials
and products. Listing 19 “green schemes” in use
worldwide, including BREEAM, ENVEST and LEED,
Howard agreed that LCA is complex and stated that,
of the main tools, only BREEAM has credits based
on LCA. In other schemes the recycling credit can be
dysfunctional, leading to no additional recycling of
steel. In short, steel scrap is too valuable to not be
comprehensively recycled from wherever it arises.
The convention delegates heard from Alison
Mirams, Regional Construction Director with
Multiplex Constructions on her “Success with steel
buildings”. Simply, Mirams advocated the use of
steel frames rather than concrete. Using recent
and current examples like Latitude East in Sydney,
Mirams showed how steel was cheaper and quicker
and explained that Multiplex was committed to
steel-framed buildings in Australia.
Additional key benefits she cited for steel
were reduced weight and off site prefabrication.
Automated manufacture resulted in greater accuracy
and far less site waste. Steel required fewer people
on site making steel safer than concrete – the
stripping of formwork being the most hazardous site
activity.
Mirams stated that the choice of steel enforced
a stricter discipline at the pre-construction stage as
off-site manufacture required strict administration
of the necessary drawings and meant that late variations would carry a penalty for any rework on site.
The time savings led to reduced preliminary
costs, earlier lift room handover, earlier access for
services, hoists and cranes being removed earlier
and as the building is commissioned earlier this
results in reduced financing costs.
Her only major concern was that fire engineering
is a developing science and can create uncertainty
as to what level of fire rating building control
authorities would accept. Finally, Mirams advocated
single-point responsibility in which a steelwork
contractor undertakes design, supply, fabrication
and erection of the complete frame package – a
model that is already the norm in the UK but not
generally so in Australia yet.
NSC January 2008
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Steel hotel for
historic football ground
Sheffield United FC’s hotel has been partially built over an existing entrance to Bramall Lane
stadium. The thoroughfare needed to be kept open to the public during the construction
programme and this led to the decision to use steel.
Bramall Lane, the home of Sheffield United Football
Club, has seen many changes in its long and
illustrious history. The ground has the distinction
of being the oldest major stadium in the world still
hosting professional matches, with the first football
played on the site way back in the 1870s.
The famous city centre stadium started life
however as a cricket ground and two sports shared
the facilities until the 1970s, when the old pavillion
was finally demolished and the outfield built-over
to make way for a new stand, finally enclosing the
football pitch.
The differing dimensions of cricket and football
pitches meant that after building over the pavillion
the club inherited a large vacant lot of land behind
its new South Stand.
“There is an existing
This area has been
used as the main car
exit ramp from the
park and recently
stadium and the hotel was earmarked
for a new stadium
structure had to be
development.
constructed over it
The first part of
partly as a cantilever. this work is a 158bedroom four-star
hotel which will include executive suites, a fitness
centre, restaurant and bars. When complete it will
be operated by Millennium & Copthorne and will be
one of Sheffield’s largest hotels.
The new structure is located on the corner of
Bramall Lane and Cherry Street, and next to - but
14
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not adjoining - two of the ground’s stands. This
close proximity to the stadium was one of the main
reasons why steel was chosen as the main framing
material.
Mel Risbin, Director of 3E Consulting Engineers,
explains: “There is an existing exit ramp from
the stadium and the hotel structure had to be
constructed over it partly as a cantilever. Using
concrete would have meant extensive temporary
propping for two or three months in this area and
this would have meant closing the ramp and losing
ground capacity. We suggested steel as the best
solution.
“It was easier and quicker to design and build this
part of the structure in steel. The client was then
persuaded to go with the material throughout the
project for continuity.”
The challenge was to keep the same grid pattern
of 3.9m centres. Mr Risbin adds: “This was achieved
towards Bramall Lane with one column piercing the
ramp to take the loadings and this member has been
boxed in to form an architectural feature.”
At the rear of the cantilever section the main
column is 4.65m from the outside edge of the
cantilever. This results in the upper cantilevers of
3.9m being supported by a column, which in turn
sits on a cantilevered plate girder at first floor level,
supported by a column offset by 0.75m, thereby
achieving the required 4.65m.
Adjacent to the ramp exit there is also a turnstile
block which had to be incorporated into the hotel

Hotel

Left: The completed hotel will be
one of Sheffield’s largest.

Below left: The hotel
was constructed
over an access ramp
and a turnstile block.
Below: Erecting the
feature facade along
Bramall Lane.
FACT FILE
Millennium & Copthorne
Hotel, Sheffield United
Football Club
Main client:
Sheffield United F.C
Architect: WCEC
Structural engineer:		
3E Consulting Engineers
Main contractor:
GMI Construction
Steelwork contractor:
Elland Steel Structures
Steel tonnage: 450t
Project value: £17M

Above: The hotel is situated
within the stadium’s car park.
Below: One section of the
structure had to follow the
irregular pattern of the
adjacent stands.

structure’s design. Main contractor GMI had to have
this block completed and ready for use by the start
of the current football season last August.
The original brick turnstile block was demolished
and completely rebuilt during the summer, leaving
the steelwork to be erected before the imminent
football season.
“We had an initial three week period on site
erecting all the steelwork above the turnstiles
and the ramp,” explains Elland Steel’s Contracts
Manager Mike Hill. “As this section of the hotel
abuts and follows the shape of two of the stadium’s
stands it has a complex and angled shape, but the
erection was still done in the alloted time scale.”
Apart from the turnstile block and the ramp there
is little interaction with the stadium next door and
construction work has even been able to continue
during match days. “It was important to complete
the initial corner section over the ramp to allow
public access to the stadium,” adds Mr Hill. “Once
this was complete we then began an 11 week
steelwork programme in late August for the rest of
the seven-storey structure.
As the hotel is located in the stadium’s car park,
which is in use all week, deliveries to site and
plant equipment movements had to be carefully
coordinated. It also meant the steel erection was
done within the project’s footprint with the aid of
one mobile crane and a couple of cherrypickers.
“As we erected steel our available space for the
crane and steel storage progressively got smaller,”
adds Mr Hill. “Bramall Lane is also a busy major
route into the city so we couldn’t put any equipment
in the road and had to erect this main facade from
within the site’s footprint.”
GMI initially came on site in May and began
by leveling the sloping site and digging out the

basement level. A concrete slab was then poured
and piling was undertaken, which primarily
consisted of ground anchors to prevent up-lift.
The structure has a footprint of approximately
700m2 and the gridline pattern stays uniform on
the upper bedroom levels. The lower levels differ
slightly because of the access ramp and the need for
larger column free areas for the reception area on
the ground floor and a
Construction work
restaurant and gym on
has even been able the first floor.
Mr Hill says the steel
to continue during
erection was fairly
regimented after the
match days.
first two floors, but
there is a feature cantilever at front of the hotel. This
is the facade for the gym and has been described as
a ‘propped cantilever’.
This architectural facade consists of beams that
protrude by 1.5m, supported on main perimeter
columns. “Erecting the steelwork above this
cantilever from within the project’s footprint was
another tricky procedure,” adds Mr Hill. “Ordinarily
on a greenfield site this wouldn’t have been so
difficult, but on a tight inner city site steel erection is
more of a challenge.”
Summing up the design and vision of the project
- especially the main facade’s cantilever - Ashley
Turner, Partner at WCEC, says the dramatic, modern
architectural design of the hotel is strongly modelled
to contrast with the flat facades of the existing street
scene.
“This development heralds the economic
regeneration of this area of Sheffield and will
provide a major financial boost for the region. The
arrival of the hotel will create a substantial number
of jobs.”
NSC January 2008
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Futuristic offices will transform city
A design and build programme has played a vital role on a multi-storey project in Birmingham
where a number of innovations have considerably reduced the construction timetable.

Below: Building One is the
first part of a regeneration
project which will transform
Snow Hill.
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Steelwork erection has recently been completed
on the first of three tower blocks which are set
to transform the Snow Hill area of Birmingham.
Provisionally known as Snow Hill Building One, the
steel-framed building will offer 11 floors of modern
office space over a ground floor reception and retail
area and three basement car park levels.
Situated next to Snow Hill Railway Station, the
fully glazed building forms the initial part of a much
larger project which will include another office block,
a hotel, leisure facilities and luxury flats.
Project developer Ballymore says the scheme
will bring a sizeable chunk of Birmingham city centre
into the 21st century and enhance the whole area by
creating a high-quality mixed-use scheme.
Building One has one main concrete core, which
provides overall stability, and has a footprint of
approximately 30,680m2. The most eye-catching
elements of the completed building will be the
almost total use of glass cladding and one facade
which slopes outwards by six-degrees.
Sustainability has played a key role in the design
of the block and the glazed nature of the structure
will allow daylight penetration into the building,
thereby helping to reduce the energy demand from
lighting.
Steelwork contractor for the project Barrett
Steel Buildings has undertaken a design and build
contract. Richard Beesley, Technical Director at
Barrett, says this has led to a number of benefits
for the client. “We already had 80% of the overall
steelwork design done during the tender stage and
as steel was chosen for its speed, our early work in
the programme helped quicken the job.”
Initially the client’s design incorporated a steel

framed structure starting at ground floor slab and
three basement levels constructed with a reinforced
concrete (RC) frame.
“Kier Build suggested an alternative design with
steel columns springing up from piles at basement
level,” explains Mr Beesley. “This has saved a
considerable amount of time.”
Once the steel columns were erected for the
basement car park, the steelwork to the suspended
ground floor was installed. Barrett then erected the
11-storey frame above this concrete base. Below the
slab Barrett had already left studs on the columns
which allowed Kier to erect the RC basement beams
later on.
“This meant Kier was able to erect these slabs
while we were erecting the main frame,” adds Mr
Beesley. “Working simultaneously like this was a
quicker solution and
“Ordinarily the main
one which Kier was
keen on.”
frame wouldn’t have
The upper floors
been erected until the of the building have
concrete podium had already been pre-let
and fit-out needs
been completed…”
to begin as soon as
possible. The glazing
will begin to be installed at the upper levels while
the RC beams are being positioned at basement
levels, again saving time by allowing trades to work
simultaneously.
“Ordinarily, the main frame wouldn’t have
been erected until the concrete podium had been
completed,” explains David Hughes, Technical
Director of Curtins Consulting. “This has shaved
about three months off the schedule.”

All perimeter beams
have welded pockets
to accept and aid
quick installation
of edge
protection.
FACT FILE
Snow Hill Building One,
Birmingham
Main client:
Ballymore Properties
Architect: Fairhursts
Concept architect:
Sidell Gibson Architects
Structural engineer:
Curtins Consulting
Concept engineer:
Alan Baxter Associates
Main contractor:
Kier Build
Steelwork contractor:
Barrett Steel Buildings
Steel tonnage: 3,000t
Project Value: £66M

centre
Above: The sloping facade
has two 18m wide cranked
sections.

Above: The Snow Hill
development will revitalise
an under-used city centre
area.
Below: The sloping facade
is formed with columns
which lean outwards by six
degrees.

Commercial

For the steel frame Barrett split the project into
halves and erected three floors on one side before
moving over to the other. This allowed the decking
to be laid on the first side as well as the concrete
floors. The programming meant Barrett was always
erecting steelwork at least two levels ahead of the
concreting team.
Barrett also made use of skid tracks which
can accept a cherrypicker’s wheels and allow the
machine to work on decking without damaging
the metal. Certain beams had welded studs which
accepted the tracks, and the process meant the
steelwork contractor had to make sure these
selected beams were sorted on delivery and only
used at the chosen areas where the cherrypicker
would stand.
“This speeded up the steel erection as we had no
need to wait for the floors to be concreted,” explains
Tony Power, Barrett’s Safety Manager.
Hot rolled angles with welded stubs were
supplied to the edge beams. This enabled the
temporary edge protection to be fixed on the ground
and then lifted into place. The angle formed the
concrete edge trim so the decking sub-contractors
did not have to go outside the edge protection to
install the concrete edge trim.
“This meant the edge panels were simply slotted
into place,” says Mr Power. “These brackets, like
the studs for the skids, are sacrificial and will be
cast into the concrete floors. Designing for safety
at the earliest possible stage reduces risks during
construction.”
Structurally the building has a grid pattern of
9m x 9m, except for the ground floor reception
area which has slightly longer spans, although the
facade facing Snow Hill Station slopes and requires
perimeter columns on this line to be cranked.
The sloping facade consists of two 18m-wide
sloping sections formed by a series of cranked
columns springing off the podium.
“Each floor is tied back to the core, which in turn
takes the horizontal loading,” explains Mr Hughes.
“To counter this, each floor has two lines of braced
bays on the opposite side of the core.”
The building also incorporates a large central
atrium which extends right through the structure
starting at ground floor level. The feature will
have an ETFE roof and will allow daylight into the
structure’s innards. The atrium is approximately 18m
x 9m at it largest, but varies in shape on almost all
floors.
The atrium steps in and out at various levels
and also includes steel bridges at the sixth and
eighth floors. This irregular shape doesn’t, however,
interfere with the structure’s grid lines.
Summing up the steelwork package and the
advantages of a design and build contract in the
early stages of the project Mr Beesley says: “We
made an original design model for the steelwork,
which then only needed to be slightly refined to turn
it into a fabrication model. This made the initial inhouse design process a lot quicker and simpler. We
sent updated models regularly to the design team
which allowed them to review the 3D structure in
real time.”
NSC January 2008
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Retail
FACT FILE
St David’s 2
development, Cardiff
Main client: Land
Securities and Capital
Shopping Centres
Architect: Benoy
Structural engineer:
Ramboll Whitbybird
Main contractor:
Bovis Lend Lease
Steelwork contractor:
William Hare
Steel tonnage: 16,000t
Project value: £675M

Transfer structures
kick-start Cardiff 		
retail project
The original design for the St David’s 2 project in Cardiff has
been modified to incorporate greater use of steel. This has
produced a scheme which is proving to be quicker and more
efficient to build, primarily because of a number of transfer
structures reports Martin Cooper.
The retail mall has
three levels consisting
of two pedestrian walkways and a mezzanine
floor on the upper level.
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The John Lewis anchor
store is a stand-alone
structure which shares
the project’s basement
level.

On leaving Cardiff Central railway station one can’t
help notice how much construction activity there is
currently in the city. The place is a hive of building
work and the largest and most prominent project, by
far, is the St David’s 2 development.
This giant mixed-use scheme in the heart of
the Welsh capital will transform a large swathe
of the city centre and includes a 24,163m2 John
Lewis department store, an indoor retail mall with
89,881m2 of medium-sized stores, car parking for
2,500 vehicles, restaurants, bars, public amenities, a
residential apartment block and affordable housing.
Predominantly retail-led, the project is one of
the most important city developments in the UK and
is currently the largest private financial investment
in Wales. Situated on the site of an old shopping
mall and car park, the scheme also incorporates
the redevelopment of the adjacent and existing St
David’s centre which will be linked into the new
scheme via a footbridge.
Main contractor Bovis Lend Lease has a £300M
design and build contract for the new build, and
a further £40M contract to refit and enlarge the
existing shopping centre.
“The old centre will have one extra floor added
above Debenhams and a bridge will then allow both
centres to form one large shopping mall,” explains
Nick Wylie, Bovis Project Director.
Work on site started in earnest early last year
with a large-scale demolition scheme followed by
an earthmoving operation which saw 270,000m3 of

Retail
Far left: The project
initially required a large
earthmoving operation
with 270,000m3 of overburden removed.
Left: John Lewis is seperated from the main retail
area by a pedestrianised
street.

overburden removed to create the project’s 10mdeep basement level.
The sub-structure of the project consists of a
concrete raft slab - with more than 5,000t of rebar
- with a steel main frame springing directly up from
this. “We worked closely with the engineers to
design and modify the original design into a partsteel, part concrete structure,” explains Mr Wylie.
The two basement car park levels are subsequently formed with steel columns and beams.
Above this there are ground floor steel transfer
beams which then supports the three floors of retail
in the shopping mall and also the three trading levels of the John Lewis store.
Although the John Lewis anchor store is essentially a stand alone steel structure and linked to the
rest of St David’s 2 by two bridges, it does however
share the basement car park levels.
Using steel for the substructure and ground floor
transfer structure brought with it a number of cost
and programme advantages. “Steel was a major
part of our tender,” says Mr Wylie. “A steel transfer
structure, as opposed to a concrete one, is more
efficient as it is shallower and required less dig,
which then resulted in fewer truck movements.”
The ground floor is the project interface between
the retail structural grids and the car park. “This
called for the use of transfer beams,” adds Mitesh
Patel, Associate with Ramboll Whitbybird. “These
transfer beams are steel plate girders in lieu of a
post-tensioned solution, previously suggested,
and therefore they avoid the need for progressive
post tensioning, sliding bearings and substantial
movement joints.”
There are three types of transfer beams used
at ground level. The first type occurs where the
retail/upper car park sits above the service yard.
Nominally these transfer beams are 22.5m long, but
in order to minimise the section depth the transfer
beam is continuous with two adjacent spans.
The second type of transfer beams are used
where the main retail/residential area sits above the
basement car park. These have up to four adjacent
spans with a maximum length of 16m. The third type
occurs where the anchor store sits above the car
park, here there are up to four adjacent spans with a
maximum length of 16.2m.
“These beams aren’t necessarily the lightest
sections available, but importantly they allow
reduced overall storey height in the basement car
park,” explains Mr Patel.
The ground floor transfer beams were generally
installed in lengths of up to 16m, each 1.5m deep

and weighing on average 20t. They also take into
account the differing grid patterns of the basement
levels and the upper retail zones. The basement car
park has a 16m x 9.6m grid and this reduces to 7.5m
x 8m for the retail mall area, and 9m x 9.6m in John
Lewis.
Mr Wylie says the speed of construction,
associated with steel, has played an important role.
“Steelwork has been erected simultaneously with
the concrete being laid. Once concreting has been
done in one area, it is then handed over to William
Hare and they begin erecting steel immediately.”
Bringing steel and other materials to an
inner city site, surrounded by busy roads, can be
problematical and the St David’s site is no different.
Even though the site covers a large area there is
still little room for storage. All materials, are closely
coordinated and brought to site as needed from a
large storage depot Bovis has acquired outside of
the city limits at Wentlow.
Another structural challenge was presented by
the mall’s roof. This forms the interface between the
retail steel structure and the post tensioned concrete
structures that form a 1,900 space multi-storey car
park and seven-storey residential blocks. Here there
was also the need to install large transfer structures
to accommodate differing grid lines.
The multi-storey car park predominantly
follows the same layout as the retail zone below,
but the residential block’s foot print is reduced in
comparison. This change in floor plate entails that
very few of the cores used for the stability in the
retail structure can be used in the residential block.
Therefore cores have been incorporated within the
residential area to provide stability. These cores
start above the retail zone and require steel transfer
structures below them to distribute the load out to
the columns and then into the foundations.
To enable future flexibility within the structure
and simplify the process for the manipulation
of the building to suit initial and future tenant
requirements, a degree of redundancy has been built
into the structure.
“This should help increase the life span of the
building, allowing it to evolve with an ever-changing
retail market,” adds Mr Patel.
William Hare began steel erection in September
2007 and is scheduled to complete its work this
summer. The retail part of the project is then
scheduled for completion in September 2009 with
John Lewis handed over 13 months before this date
for fit-out. The residential part of the project will then
be completed by 2010.

“These
beams aren’t
necessarily the
lightest sections
available, but
importantly they
allow reduced
overall storey
height in the
basement car
park.”

Top: Transfer beams at
ground level between the
car park and the retail trading zone take into account
the differing grid lines.
Above: Transfer beams are
installed in 16m lengths.
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The case for steel
Nick Barrett starts a series of articles that will provide designers with a comprehensive outline
of why their choice of constructional steelwork represents the value for money option with an
overview of the case for steel.
One way to show
that safety is
truly being put
first is to select
steel.

Below: Steel buildings
can be extended both
vertically and horizontally,
thereby lengthening the
structure’s life.

The case for using steel as a construction material in
the UK is overwhelmingly strong, so much so that it
dominates the market as a building framing solution
and for longer span bridges to a greater extent than
anywhere else. Why do designers increasingly find
structural steelwork to be the first choice building
material?
Safety record sets steel apart
Health and Safety is often cited as the priority by
developers, designers and contractors alike, and
one way to show that safety is truly being put first is
to select steel. The sector enjoys an enviable safety
record. Most of the work is already done by the time
steelwork arrives on site, in the factory-controlled
conditions of the fabricating shop where the latest
machinery ensures safer working conditions for
fully trained, skilled workforces.
On site operations are inherently safer than
with alternative materials. In place of gangs of
shuttering joiners and other trades, constructional
steelwork is erected quickly and safely by small
teams of certified specialists, overseen by erection
experts with a wealth of experience. Work at height
takes place in the secure environment of a mobile
platform in which operatives are secured with fall
arrest equipment.
BCSA members have been at the fore of
developing innovative safety systems that benefit all
workers on projects they are involved in, like edge
protection systems and safe loading and unloading
procedures.

Vibration standards easily achieved
The long span solutions offered by steel are easily
achieved without any special strengthening being
required to meet even the strictest requirements
for vibration performance in the National Health
Service. Floors provided to these ‘hospital
specifications’ are lighter than concrete alternatives.
Assessing structures for performance in use is
easily achieved with steel framed buildings, using
calibrated, proven design rules.
Post-tensioned concrete flat slabs raise their own
vibration issues, and in some parts of the
world previously high profile supporters of this
technique are turning their backs on it in favour of
steel.

Acoustics
Careful detailing is needed whatever framing
solution is adopted to ensure that a building
achieves the required acoustic performance. Tested
details are available free for steel solutions. Steel
infill walls are lighter and narrower than concrete
block equivalents.
Steel is the sustainable solution
Steel has possibly the strongest sustainability
case of all construction materials. As it is so easily
recycled steel in use represents a positive store of
value to society. Concrete on the other hand leaves
a substantial legacy problem that threatens to blight
some potential redevelopment sites.
Using steel lengthens the life of buildings
as they can be easily extended vertically and
horizontally and adapted to the changing needs of
building users. When it is decided to completely
redevelop, the sale of scrap steel helps defray
development costs.
Floors in steel framed buildings commonly
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Above: Severfield Rowen
extensively used mockups for key structural
steel elements for the T5
project.

Left: Glasgow’s Stobhill
Hospital is one of many
recently built hospitals
where steel has met all
NHS vibration criteria.

Steel solutions
deliver longer
spans with
column free
spaces, small
columns,
lightweight
solutions,
shallow floors
and integrated
services.

provide all the thermal mass that is required for
efficient heating and cooling.
Proven performance in fire
Steel has a proven performance record in fire,
whereas other materials have at best patchy test
histories and as a result their performance in real
fires can only be guessed at. The steel sector has
consistently funded comprehensive research over
a period of many years so that the performance
of steel in a fire can be reliably forecast. The cost
of fire protection has fallen considerably over the
past 20 years or so and intumescents are now
routinely applied offsite. New design techniques
using finite element analysis are highlighting where
fire protection can be safely and cost effectively
eliminated, and where additional protection could
be best applied.
Quality assured product
All steel sourced from Corus, the UK’s leading steel
manufacturer, is CE marked, with all that implies in
terms of guaranteed quality and provenance. Use of
3-D modelling, CE marking, numerically controlled
fabrication and offsite production all add up to
steelwork being a high quality product supplied to
site with minimal defects. Steelwork contractors
now commonly cooperate with designers and
clients to such an extent that key structural solutions
can be trialled before going to site using mock ups,
as was done at Heathrow Terminal 5 by Severfield
Rowen for client BAA.
Cost effective framing solutions
For many, the financial case for using steel is
perhaps the strongest. The cost of constructional
steelwork has fallen significantly in real terms over
the past 20 years thanks to massive productivity improvements made by Corus, steelwork contractors,
intumescent paint manufacturers and others in the
supply chain that have been shared with clients.
Independent studies consistently show that
steel provides the most economic solution in most
cases – the market obviously agrees as steel now
commands over 70% of the market for multi storey
buildings. Value engineering usually results in
steel being chosen in preference to any concrete
alternatives that might have been considered.
Supply chain
The strength of the steel supply chain, from the
Corus steelworks and mills through fabrication to
erection on site, is one of the most striking charac-

teristics of the UK construction market. There is a
wide range of highly skilled and experienced steelwork contractors able to tackle the most complex
and technically challenging projects and play an active role in developing cost effective and innovative
design solutions. They ensure a competitive tendering environment, compared to projects using other
materials that might at best attract only two bids.
The supply chain has a long history of producing
innovative solutions. Corus for example recently
introduced its rebranded quality assured CE marked
Advance range of steel sections, bringing new
standard section sizes to the UK market for the 		
first time.
Steelwork contractors have invested heavily
in state of the art CNC machinery which means
continuous improvements in quality and
productivity, all to the benefit of designers and
building owners and users.
Structural solutions
Shallow depth floor solutions are one of the factors
that set steel framed buildings apart. Despite
the claims that may be made by others from
time to time when it is required to have floors
accommodate services steel provides the shallower
solutions. Slimflor solutions or bespoke fabricated
beams provide very shallow floors to meet the
most demanding client needs. Solid slab concrete
floors are heavy, with cost implications for both the
structures and foundations of buildings.
Steel solutions deliver longer spans with column
free spaces, small columns, lightweight solutions,
shallow floors and integrated services.
Sector support
Underpinning all this is the huge investment in
research and development and technical and
marketing support provided by Corus, the BCSA
and the Steel Construction Institute. The sector
carries out a great deal of development work of
its own and cooperates with universities in the UK
and worldwide to ensure continuously developing
technical excellence.
Technical support is offered to designers on a
scale unprecedented in construction. Everything
that can be provided to make designing in structural
steelwork easy is made available.
(In the next article we will look at reasons why
constructional steelwork represents Quality
Construction.)
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Healthcare

FACT FILE
Princess Elizabeth
Hospital, Guernsey
Main client:
States of Guernsey
Architect:
Nightingale Associates
Structural engineer:
WSP
Main contractor:
Charles Le Quesne
Steelwork contractor:
Hambleton Steel
Project value: £27M
Steel tonnage: 650t
Below: Feature tubular
columns surround the
courtyards.
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Island’s healthcare
gets a boost from steel
Getting the steel supply to the island was a logistical challenge which had to be overcome
before construction work could begin on an extension to Guernsey’s main hospital. Martin
Cooper reports from the Channel Islands.
One of the most important public works projects under way on the island of Guernsey is the expansion
and redevelopment of Princess Elizabeth Hospital.
Originally built in the late 1940s, the hospital,
which is the island’s largest, is undergoing a phased
modernisation programme, with a new £27M
clinical block representing Phase 5.
Scheduled to open in 2009, the new block
is being built on ground previously occupied
by hospital staff residences and a car park. The
previous phase of hospital construction work saw a
new staff residence block - John Henry Court - built,
and its completion enabled the old building to be
demolished, freeing up land for Phase 5.
The new three-storey block has a total floor area
of 11,000m2 and connects into the existing hospital
building over two levels.
“When we initially came on site in January 2007
the first job was to dig out and level the ground,”
explains Alan Rogers, Project Manager for Charles
Le Quesne. “There was a very significant earthmoving operation as we had a sloping site which then
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meant we needed to install a large retaining wall.”
Piling work commenced in March and concrete
pad foundations were installed to accept the steel
columns.
When it came to designing the new hospital
block, Project Architect, Simon Boundy, says
marrying and tying the new structure into the
existing hospital was of paramount importance.
“This phase is the largest and the driver for the
whole redevelopment, consequently we wanted the
structure to make a contemporary statement.”
The existing hospital buildings are steel framed,
so using steel meant marrying together the same
framing material at the point where the blocks meet.
Jamie Siggers, Associate at WSP, says tying the
new build into the existing structure was a challenging aspect of the design and required some tricky
solutions. “We had to thread the new steelwork into
the old building, while avoiding all services.”
Vibration can sometimes be an issue, especially
on hospital projects, but Mr Siggers says all concerns were thoroughly checked with SCI guidelines.

Healthcare

Left: Once construction work has been
completed the
set-down area will be
turned into a car park.

Above: The top floor will house
a training area as well as plant
rooms.

Below: The new structure ties
into the existing hospital and
forms two courtyards.

“Sway wasn’t an issue either,” he adds. “As steel
bracing on all floors takes care of this.”
“The overall design and the need for varying
room and ward sizes meant steel was the obvious
choice,” says Mr Boundy. “And, in some areas
the steel columns are left exposed as architectural
features, and this wouldn’t have worked so well in
concrete.”
The contemporary design will also be achieved
by the block’s distinctive cladding which is a combination of terracotta rainscreen, zinc and timber cladding, together with some large glazed areas. This
exterior design mirrors the recently completed, and
adjacent, John Henry Court.
Once steel was chosen as the framing material,
steelwork contractor Hambleton Steel then had the
logistical problem of getting the material across the
English Channel to Guernsey.
As with most construction jobs undertaken on the
Channel Islands, the majority of materials have to be
brought in from the mainland. This involves close
cooperation with the shipping agents and means a
lot of thought needs
“The overall design and to be given to delivery batches.
the need for varying
“We’ve done
room and ward sizes
jobs in Guernsey
before and we
meant steel was the
basically refined
our procedure from
obvious choice.”
a contract we did
earlier this year,” comments Andrew Fixter, Project
Manager for Hambleton Steel.
Hambleton sent batches of erectable loads, but
also split these loads down into smaller batches.
One containing steel members of less than 6m
lengths and another with the sections longer
than 6m. This procedure was worked out with the
shipping company and was considered to be the
optimum way of loading the goods onto the ship at
Portsmouth.
“Once we’d got the steel batches onto a ship
we had to make sure it could be erected almost
immediately.” adds Mr Fixter. “The hospital site
is quite confined with little or no room for storing
materials.”
This meant close cooperation between those
sending the batches from Hambleton’s Yorkshire
fabricating yard and the steel erectors on site in
Guernsey.
“We had some leeway as the shipping company
would allow us to leave some steel sections at the
port in Guernsey, for a while,” says Mr Fixter. “But
essentially everything was sent in loads which were
then immediately erected.”
Accuracy was a key element of Hambleton’s steel
delivery and shipping process and Mr Fixter says it
‘worked like clockwork’ during the company’s 20week steel erection programme.

Mr Rogers agrees and says the sequence worked
out between Hambleton and the shipping company
was vital to the successful steel erection. “The
majority of construction materials come from the
mainland and a good working relationship with the
shippers is important.
“The beauty of steel is that it can just be brought
to site and then put up and bolted straightaway,” he
adds.
As the construction site is next to a functioning
hospital noise and traffic movements need to be
kept to a minimum. Steel deliveries were generally
restricted to one a day early in the morning to avoid
heavy traffic and cause the least disruption.
Overall the building is formed by two conjoined
T-shapes in plan, which then form two enclosed
inner courtyards.
One courtyard is completely within the new
building, while the other is formed from the new
block and existing structures.
“The courtyards are essential to the design as
they provide quiet areas for patients to sit and
recuperate,” explains Mr Boundy. The hospital
wards then wrap themselves around these courtyard
areas, with most floors having views into these
landscaped gardens.
The layout of the building’s three levels are:
ground level, outpatients, wards and private rooms;
first floor, wards and private rooms; and second
floor, training area and plant rooms.
One of the main features of the new block is the
ward and private room layout. A Nightingale designed four-bed bay cruciform layout has been used
for all wards. “This gives each ward a reasonable
amount of individual privacy,” explains Mr Boundy.
The building’s uppermost level is topped by a
feature mansard roof which incorporates some
external plant areas. Flat areas within the roof were
considered the best fit for plant as they won’t be
visible from ground level.
The top floor will be used as a staff training area
and one continuous column free area was needed.
“It was these long span areas that best suited the
use of steel,” adds Mr Boundy.

Underfloor heating has been installed throughout the project.
NSC January 2008
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Distribution

Distribution park opens
up the South West
Steelwork has recently been completed on the latest warehouses at Cabot Park, the largest
multi-modal distribution park in the West Country.
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FACT FILE
Cabot Park, Bristol
Main client:
ProLogis
Architect:
Michael Sparks
Structural engineer:
Sprigg Little
Main contractor:
Norwest Holst
Steelwork contractor:
Atlas Ward Structures
Steel tonnage: 2,000t
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Distribution

Cabot Park boasts
road, rail and sea
transportation
links.

Crossflow 550
was erected in
just eight weeks.

Covering an area of 183 hectares, Cabot Park
is a fast expanding multi-use distribution park
near Bristol, which also has some of the best
transportation links in the UK.
Close to Junction 18A of the M5, the park also
boasts an international rail freight depot as well as
shipping facilities at the adjacent Avonmouth Docks.
The development is home to a number of
well known industrial and retail companies, with
developer ProLogis the latest name to be associated
with it.
Atlas Ward Structures has recently completed
the steelwork for two warehouses on the site for
ProLogis, on what is the Pan-European developer’s
first development in the South West of England.
Working on behalf of main contractor Norwest
Holst, Atlas Ward initially supplied and erected
approximately 1,500t of structural steelwork for a
50,764m2 cross docking warehouse on a design and
build basis.
Known as Crossflow 550, the new building, which
is funded by GE Real Estate, will create around 600
new jobs in the logistics sector. The warehouse will
be ready for occupation within the next few months
and joint agents Knight Frank and CBRE, say the
scheme has already attracted plenty of interest from
potential occupiers.
The warehouse is a five span portal frame
structure containing 50 docks along the two side
elevations, hips to both ends and a three-storey

office block connected at one corner. The main
warehouse dimensions are 5 x 33m spans, 36 x 8.2m
bays long and 12m to underside of haunch.
Andrew Bramley,
A second warehouse
Atlas Ward’s Project
was completed in
Manager, says this
project was erected
three weeks.
in eight weeks as it is
predominantly a greenfield site with plenty of room
and good access for deliveries.
“A month after completing the first warehouse
we then erected a similar but slightly smaller
structure on the same site,” he adds. “This was
completed in a three week programme.”
This second distribution centre has three 28.5m
spans,14 bays of 8.45m, is 10m to underside of the
haunch and has 25 docks along one main elevation.
The structure is also hipped at both ends and also
contains a two-storey office block.
Commenting on ProLogis’ decision to move into
the Bristol area, Vice President George Glennie said:
“We have traditionally developed distribution facilities in the South East and East Midlands, but we recognise that the South West is becoming increasingly
important as a logistics hub - particularly in light of
EU legislation restricting the distances that commercial drivers can travel in one day.
“With its excellent motorway links, proximity to
Avonmouth and its international rail freight terminal,
Cabot Park is an ideal location.”
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Cost comparison

Steel still the cost
effective choice
Structural steel framing solutions have again been confirmed as
faster and cheaper to build than reinforced concrete alternatives
in the latest update of a cost comparison study that dates back to
1993. Nick Barrett reports.

2,600m office, Manchester

Composite
steel beam
and slab

Slimdek (steel
shallow floor
solution)

Long span
cellular
beams

Reinforced
concrete flat
slab

Insitu frame
with precast
floors

Frame and floor cost (£/m2 GFA)

108

136

133

156

130

Frame construction time (weeks)

7

6

6

8

8

Overall building cost (£/m GFA)

1187

1201

1228

1253

1228

Overall construction time (weeks)

42

40

41

44

43

Composite
steel beam
and slab

Slimdek (steel
shallow floor
solution)

Long span
cellular
beams

Frame and floor cost (£/m2 GFA)

123

151

149

182

194

Frame construction time (weeks)

13

13

13

18

19

Overall building cost (£/m GFA)

1881

1883

1896

1973

1951

Overall construction time (weeks)

67

67

66

76

76

Building A
2

2

Building B

18,000m2 office, London

2
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Reinforced Post tensioned
concrete flat
ribbed
slab
concrete slab

A team including Davis Langdon, Arup and MACE
conducted the study, commissioned by Corus. Its
results help explain why steel framing solutions
continue to dominate as the first choice for
multi storey buildings and other structures, as
confirmed by a market share survey.
The cost comparison study considers two
typical modern commercial developments,
Building A which is a 2,600m2 office in Manchester,
and Building B, which represents an eight-storey
prestige office building of 18,000m2 in London.
A range of steel, composite and concrete based
frame solutions for both buildings were fully
designed, costed and programmed (see table left).
Graph A (Comparison of steel and concrete
frames and floor
The cost differential
costs Buildings A
B – average
between the average and
of all schemes,
over page) shows
steel and concrete
that steel is the
options is actually
cheaper option,
as it has been for
wider today than it
many years. The
was in 1985.
conclusions hold
good for other building types in sectors like
healthcare, education and retail.
Graph A tracks the average cost per m2 for the
steel and the concrete frame and floor options.
The figures are derived from the cost study
conducted by Davis Langdon and are tracked
using Department for Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform (BERR – formerly Department
of Trade and Industry) cost indices.
At June 2007 prices the concrete frame and
floor options cost an average of £164.25 per m2,
as Graph A illustrates. This is £32.29 more than
the average steel cost of £131.96 per m2. So the
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Cost comparison
Comparison of UK Concrete Frame and Floor Costs Buildings A and B - Average of all Schemes

£170.00

Concrete: £164.25

Steel framed
Concrete framed
£150.00

Steel framed

Steel: £131.96

Concrete framed
£130.00

£110.00

£90.00

2004 H2
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2006 H2
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2003 H2

2003 H1

2002 H2

2002 H1

2001 H2
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2000 H2

2000 H1
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1996 H1

1995 H2

1995 H1
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Graph A: Comparison of steel and concrete frame and floor costs
Buildings A & B , average of all schemes
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Graph B: Raw material costs relative to inflation
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2004 H1

2003 H2

2003 H1

2002 H2
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2001 H2

2001 H1

2000 H2

2000 H1
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1999 H1

1998 H2

1998 H1

1997 H2

1997 H1

1996 H2

1996 H1

1995 H2

1995 H1

-40

cost differential between the average steel and
concrete options is actually wider today than in
1995 when the steel options were £14.03 cheaper.
BERR produces monthly statistics tracking
material costs against GDP inflation to provide
a comparison in real terms (see Graph B: Raw
material costs relative to inflation and Graph C:
Constructed component costs relative to inflation).
Graph B shows that in comparison with 1995,
the cost of steel has increased by 17%, but the
cost of concrete has increased by 24% while
reinforcement bar has increased by 46%
Comparing the constructed component costs
of the alternative framing solutions over the same
period, Graph C,
The selection of a
BERR statistics show
that the relative
steel frame reduces
costs of the key steel
timescales and has
framed building
a beneficial effect on components fire
protection and metal
other major variable decking, have fallen
when compared to
cost items.
ready mix concrete
and reinforcement bar, which are key components
of concrete frames. This has helped ensure that
the relative competitive position of concrete and
steel frames remains unchanged.
‘These official statistics help explain why the
strong competitive position that steel long ago
established over concrete remains unchanged,’
said Corus General Manager Alan Todd. ’The
cost of a frame and floor is a relatively small part
of the total cost of a development. However, the
selection of a steel frame reduces timescales and
has a beneficial effect on other major variable cost
items such as foundations, cladding and services,

Cost comparison
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Graph C: Constructed component costs relative to inflation
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Construction market prefers steel
Cost effectiveness is one of the many advantages
of structural steelwork. This position is reflected
in another long established independent industrystandard survey, which has measured the relative
market share of structural frames annually since
1980.
The most recent results, see Graph D: Market
share for steel and concrete frames UK Multi storey
buildings, show that steel is preferred as a framing
solution for over 73% of multi-storey commercial
buildings, while insitu concrete accounts for 18%.
The remaining 9% of the market is attributed to load
bearing masonry, pre-cast concrete and timber.
Mr Todd concluded: ’This strong performance
in driving down costs in real terms over so many
years is testament to the commitment of the
entire constructional steelwork sector to first of all
improving its own productivity and then sharing
these benefits with customers.
‘Steel designers have the widest possible range
of in depth technical back up from the steel sector
to ensure that their task is as straightforward as
can be. Corus and all of its partners in the steel
sector are dedicated to ensuring that this support
continues and is developed further.’
For further detail please visit: 			
www.corusconstruction.com/coststudy

50

Floor area %

leading to significant cost savings for the overall
project.
‘Designers and contractors appreciate the cost
and other benefits of steel, of which a strong
sustainability case is increasingly important, and
this explains why steel frames enjoy a market
share of 73% for multi storey frames and dominate
the single storey market with a share of over 90%.’

Graph D: Market share for steel and concrete frames, UK multi-storey buildings.
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Setting standards
within the offsite sector:
The Buildoffsite
Registration Scheme
Bassam Burgan, SCI Deputy Director, explains the advantages of the first offsite sector
specific scheme that focuses on the safe and competent delivery of service.
Organisations behind the scheme
Buildoffsite, an industry wide campaigning
organisation, promoting the UK offsite construction
sector, recognised the need to establish sector
specific standards as part of a wider strategy to raise
the profile of the industry. It was considered that
the best way to achieve this aim was to introduce
a registration
Lloyd’s Register EMEA scheme, which
benchmarked
developed a scheme
members against
which focused on
sector best practice.
A rigorous and
process but also
technically well
founded scheme
recognised existing
would provide
product QA system
confidence to client
organisations, end
certification.
users, insurers and
other stakeholders that best practice was adopted in
designing and constructing assets.
Lloyd’s Register EMEA was chosen to develop
the scheme, due to the strength of its reputation for
integrity and independence, both nationally and
internationally and the experience
of developing and operating
similar schemes in other
sectors, such as utilities.
British Board of

Terrapin’s offsite work at
the Chase Farm Mental
Health Unit in Enfield contributed to their successful
registration.
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Agrément (BBA) and the Steel Construction Institute
(SCI) were approached to support the scheme
operation, through the provision of technical
specialist support.
About the scheme
The Buildoffsite members were concerned by the
ever widening gap developing between current
certification products and the demand of the market
for flexibility and rapid change. The scheme was
therefore required to create sufficient flexibility to
bridge that gap but also to introduce coherence into
the diverse product and systems certification.
To address these requirements Lloyd’s Register
EMEA developed a scheme which focused on
process but which also recognised and took account
of existing product QA system certification.
Through its emphasis on process, the scheme
encapsulates not only all activities from tender
submission, through award, specification, design,
manufacture, delivery, construction, handover and
maintenance, but also all forms of certification held
by the offsite constructor.
There are four categories of registration
available under the scheme:
•  design
•  manufacturing
•  construction
•  project management.

www.rlsd.com
Risk-based assessment
The Buildoffsite scheme requires the offsite service
provider to define the risks to his business/project/
contract/activities and identify the required control
measures to mitigate, where appropriate, those
risks and ensure that those control measures are
communicated and implemented as necessary
through the organisation.
The focus of the assessment is on the risks to
achieving best practice in the safe and competent
delivery of a contractually compliant offsite service
or product.
The SCI and BBA technical support
Having established the principles of the scheme, it
was recognised that acknowledged sector expertise
would be required to lend technical credibility to
the assessment process particularly in respect
of the evaluation of design competence and the
design process. BBA represented a natural choice to
provide technical support in the assessment of the
design scope of registration as did SCI, when the
principal material of construction was steel.
The organisations engaged in the delivery of the
scheme are reflected in the Buildoffsite Registration
Scheme logo:

The difference is…

Why the scheme has merit
The scheme focuses on process but also
incorporates product through competency based
self-certification, which provides for design
variation, within controlled bounds.
The Buildoffsite Registration Scheme is the first
offsite sector specific scheme that focuses on the
safe and competent delivery of service or product.
It represents a risk-based approach to assessment
which will support the more rapid introduction of
innovative offsite construction solutions.
Registration under the scheme is evidence to
the market that the registrant is committed to the
implementation of best practice in the delivery
of products and services to the industry and
therefore represents a powerful marketing tool with
international, as well as national, recognition.
The current status of the scheme
The pilot assessment has been completed and the
first Buildoffsite Registration Scheme certificate was
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Terrapin were awarded the first Buildoffsite Registration
Scheme certificate. Left to right: Richard Ogden, Buildoffsite
Chairman; Glen Miller-McIlravey, Terrapin Health Safety and
Environment Manager; Dick Ward, UK Asset Management’s
Business Manager.

awarded to Terrapin Ltd at the OSC Awards Dinner
on the October 30, 2007, for the scopes of design,
manufacture and construction. The pilot assessment
provided Lloyd’s Register with the opportunity to
apply the principles of the schemes, operated in
other sectors, to the offsite sector and at the same
time establish sector benchmarks of common, good
and best practice.
The Buildoffsite Registration Scheme was
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launched at the Lloyd’s Register Group’s London
Office on the November 7, 2007 during which Nick
Whitehouse, former Chairman of the Terrapin
Group, said of the scheme “The Buildoffsite
Registration Scheme initiative is a scheme which
we believe is valuable to us, to the client and to
the sector as a whole representing a vehicle for
continuous improvement”
The scheme has invoked considerable
interest within the offsite sector and a number
of constructors and designers are progressing
assessment against the scheme, with a view to
gaining registration.
More information on the scheme can be found on the
following website address: www.lloydsregister.co.uk/
buildoffsite or alternatively you can contact Anna Whiting of
Buildoffsite on Tel: +44 (0)207 549 3306 or Samantha Lee of
Lloyd’s Register EMEA on Tel: +44 (0)247 651 8631.

You can’t put a price on peace of mind,
but you can put a name to it.

Advance® is the new name for
structural sections from Corus
Whether you are a construction client, designer or
contractor, there are many advantages to naming
Corus as the supplier of structural sections for your
project. Our new Advance® section range provides
more product choice and is the easiest way to comply
with the new Construction Products Regulations.

To find out more about our new Advance® sections
range and how the changes will affect you visit
www.corusconstruction.com
or telephone +44 (0) 1724 405060.

The things you can’t see make the difference
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40 Years Ago in

Building with Steel
America’s
largest cable
suspension roof
(Madison Square Gardens,
New York City)
This huge circular structure is of outstanding interest because of the number of ‘largest
ever’ features to be found in its design. Most
importantly, it has a 404 ft diameter steel
cable suspension roof, the first permanent
roof of this kind in New York City and the
largest in the US, and most likely the world.
This particular roof design is a relatively
recent development in the building field:
its great advantage is that it eliminates the
need for internal columns, with the result
that spectators have a clear view of the arena from any of the 20,234 seats. This columnfree area – almost 3 acres – is believed to be
the only one of its size in the world with two
steel framed storeys above the cables.

The suppliers claim that weight-for-weight
steel cables in tension are 3-4 times stronger
than standard structural steel and that the
relatively low cost of erecting cables makes
the system ideal for long spans over columnfree areas. In this particular case the cables
support not only a steel deck and concrete
roofing material but also two additional
floors of steel, housing a secondary cooling
tower, as well as slighting and mechanical
equipment.
The roof system may be likened to a bicycle
wheel mounted horizontally on top of 48
steel columns so arranged as to support the
outer rim: although the hub is unsupported
it remains rigid because the steel cables con-

necting the rim and hub are under tension.
The roof is only 21 ft less than the extreme
diameter of the 153 ft high drum-shape
building.
Total weight of the 48 zinc-coated steel cables in the roof system is 163 tons. Each cable is 1¾ in diameter, the largest ever used
in any roof structure, and composed of 271
steel wires: the rated ultimate strength of
822 tons sets a new record for a building
of this type. Two sockets hold each cable in
place, those for the inner tension ring each
weighing 659 lb.
When erecting the 14,000-ton steel framework the perimeter columns were lifted into
position by a 60-ton crane and a 70-ton der-

Rösler is a leading manufacturer and supplier of
conservation equipment that includes automatic
shot blasting, painting and drying systems.
Offering modern and innovative solutions Rösler
has supplied many major companies throughout
the world.

• Shot Blast
• Painting
• Service

• Conservation
• Surface Preparation
• Consultation

After sales service, spare parts and maintenance
programmes are also provided through our
various distribution points.

Specialist in solvent to water based
conversions.
For more information please contact
Paul Rawlinson or Haydn Kitchen.

Rösler UK
Unity Grove, School Lane
Knowsley Business Park
Prescot, Merseyside, L34 9GT
Tel: +44 (0) 151 482 0444
Fax: +44 (0) 151 482 4400
Email: rosler@rosleruk.com
Website: www.rosleruk.com
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rick. The arena floor, 45 ft above street level, is supported by
heavy welded plate girders with flange site splices and 36-in
wide cover plates built up and developed by connecting the
plates together with high strength friction grip bolts. Roof
steelwork was erected from this floor level by a truck crane
equipped with a 170 ft boom and a 30 ft jib.
At roof level, on top of the perimeter columns, 48 welded box
sections – each 26 ft long, 3 ft deep and 8 ft wide and made of
corrosion resistant weathering steel – join to form the compression ring. From this ring the steel cables are stretched to
a 100 ton, 41 ft diameter, manganese-vanadium steel tension
ring composed of four field-welded sections.
Below the arena there are two levels containing a 5,000 seat
amphitheatre known as the Forum, a 501 seat cinema, a Hall
of Fame, a Gallery of Arts and a 48 lane bowling centre. The
entire structure is faced with precast concrete panels of varying shades of brown aggregate, exposed and separated by
buff coloured recessed concrete coves, illuminated at night.
The centre is part of a massive project on an 8½ acre site to
be known as Pennsylvania Plaza: landscaping and open plaza area occupies 53% of the overall site. The work includes
modernising and redeveloping a railway station over which
the Centre is being built, so that all railway and terminal
facilities are underground. This has been going on simultaneously with the erection of steelwork for the Centre.
Because the Centre complex – which also includes a 29-storey
office building – straddles the rail tracks and main terminal
facilities, many very large and heavy steel assemblies were
required. The largest was a girder section 155 ft long, 13 ft
deep and 3 ft wide weighing 96 tons and joined to two other
girder sections to form the main support for the arena floor,
the combined girder being 282 ft long and weighing 213 tons.
Both the main section and the combined girder are believed
to be the largest ever used in a building in New York City.
In all, approximately 15,000 tons of steelwork were used in
the foundations for the complex, built 50 ft downwards from
street level to form a rectangular network covering an area
of 364,000 ft, almost as large as eight football fields. All this
work was done with minimum interference to train schedules and the various businesses within the terminal.
Architects – Charles Luckman Associates; Structural Engineers – Severud-Perone-Fischer-Sturm-Conlin-Bandel.
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Advisory Desk

AD 317
Use of integral crossheads in skew highway bridges

Guidance Note 1.02 in the Steel
Bridge Group publication Guidance
Notes on best practice in steel
bridge construction (P185) includes
advice about the use of integral
crossheads at the intermediate
supports of skew multi-girder deck
bridges. However the advice does
not discuss the structural behaviour
of the deck in service or the
possible need for additional bracing
for the construction stage. This AD
provides supplementary advice from
the Steel Bridge Group to cover that
deficiency.
Integral crossheads are used
when it is necessary or desirable to
reduce the number of intermediate
columns, the typical arrangement
being to position a single column
between a pair of longitudinal
girders and to provide a crosshead
between the girders to transfer
the vertical reactions. For skews
greater than about 25° the Note
advises that the crossheads
should be square to the main
girders, which would lead to the
configuration shown in Figure 1 for
a four-girder three-span bridge.
As can be seen in the Figure, the
crossheads are not continuous
across the width of the bridge, they
extend only between each pair of
girders: there is no continuity, other
than the deck slab, between the two

inner girders.
At first sight this arrangement
might seem to be inadequate to
resist transverse bending, with
the slab spanning transversely
between the columns to carry all
the bending. However, for practical
configurations, it has been shown
that the bending of the main
girder contributes to transverse
load distribution, with the whole
deck behaving somewhat like an
orthotropic slab. There is no need
for continuity of the crossheads
and indeed any continuity would
tend to attract fatigue loading −
the detailing of the crosshead
connections would thus need to
consider the stress ranges due to
the continuity that would exist. It
is of course necessary to model
the 3D behaviour of configurations
such as that shown in Figure
1, particularly in relation to the
transverse bending of the slab
adjacent to the crossheads; a
simple 2D grillage model is not
adequate for that analysis.
However, if no continuity is
provided at the construction
stage, it becomes quite difficult to
control relative deflections during
concreting the deck slab unless
there are other temporary supports
under the girder or the bearing
provides rotational restraint - in

effect each pair of girders would
rotate about a longitudinal axis. For
construction purposes, if rotation
restraint is not provided by the
bearing or by temporary works
between the girder and the pier top
it may be beneficial to introduce
bracing between the inner girders
at the crosshead positions (either
triangulated bracing or beams
with stiff connections to the main
girders), as shown in Figure 2
(the intermediate bracing is now
aligned with this additional bracing).
Such provision also controls the
transverse spacing between the
inner girders; this provision is
especially important where precast
plank permanent formwork is
used. This extra bracing does not
need to be as substantial as the
crosshead beams. If the bracing is
more flexible than the crossheads,
and does not act compositely with
the slab, it may be acceptable to
leave it in place (thus avoiding the
potentially hazardous operation of
removal), provided that the fatigue
consequences are assessed and
found to be acceptable. If the
fatigue consequences are not
acceptable, the bracing will have to
be removed.
Since the need for this
continuity bracing depends on
the construction operations, the

provision of such bracing should be
discussed between the principal
contractor and the designer at an
early stage so that agreement can
be reached about what should
be provided and whether it must
be removed after construction.
Early involvement of the steelwork
contractor will also assist in
ensuring that any additional
steelwork can be incorporated
efficiently with minimum disruption
to the fabrication process. The
cost and responsibility for the
additional steelwork should also be
established at an early stage.
Where the skew is small (and
where the supports are square to
the main girders), the provision of
continuity (with the webs of both
crossheads and the continuity
bracing in a common plane) is
less onerous in fatigue. There is
however still the option for either
the permanent works designer
or the contractor to provide this
bracing. In the latter case, the
bracing would probably be designed
to be left in place, rather than
removed after construction.
Contact: David Iles
Tel: 01344 636525
Email: advisory@steel-sci.com

Figure 1.
Arrangement of main girders
and crosshead girders for a
skew multi-girder bridge

Figure 2
Provision of cross beams for the
construction stage
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Model courtesy of Charles Kendrew Ltd. www.kendrews.co.uk

> A Step Up In

STEEL DETAILING

> From concept to reality, Tekla Structures ‘Lite’ Licence
• STEEL DETAILING - ‘LITE’ PACKAGE
• INCLUDES TRAINING & MAINTENANCE
• UNDER £7,000!

Call NOW for further details!
Tel: 0113 307 1200
or email sales.uk@tekla.com

www.tekla.com/uk
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Publications

For SCI publications, please contact Publication Sales:
Tel: (Direct) 01344 636505 Fax: 01344 636570 Email: publications@steel-sci.com Website: www.shop.steelbiz.org
The Steel Construction Institute, Silwood Park, Ascot SL5 7QN

Acoustic Performance – Case Studies
“Steel residential buildings demonstrate
excellent acoustic performance”

The first in the series, these
four case studies, provide
actual acoustic test data from
developments using steel
construction of various forms.
Each case study includes details
of project, construction, walls
and floor, junctions and acoustic
testing. Also, included is a list of
useful publications. The Building
Regulations and Approved
Document E set minimum standards
of acoustic performance for the
walls and floors in multi occupancy
residential developments; in each
case they were significantly
exceeded.

Case Study 1:
The Waterfront,
Grantham:
Steel frame with
composite floors
• Major new residential
complex
• A hot-rolled steel frame
with composite beams,
composite floor slabs
using metal decking and
light steel infill walls.
• Exceeded Building Regulation performance by
10 dB for airborne sound
and 19 dB for impact
sound.

Case Study 2:
St Peters Court, Bristol:
Steel frame with precast
floors
• Mixed use development
comprising 86 residential units, a health centre, offices, library and
restaurant.
• A hot-rolled steel frame,
Bison precast concrete
floor units and light steel
stud separating walls.
• Exceeded Building Regulation performance by
9 dB for airborne sound
and 15 dB for impact
sound.

Case Study 3:
The Paragon Project,
London:
High rise modular
construction
• Europe’s tallest modular
structure, comprising
five buildings ranging
from 4 to17 stories in
height.
• The frames of the modules are a hybrid of hotrolled and light steel.
• Exceeded Building Regulation performance by
3 dB for airborne sound
and 8 dB for impact
sound.

Catalogue Reference: P371
Author: A G J Way and R M Lawson

PRICES:
Non-member £16 Member £8 (plus P&P)
Full colour, A4, 4pp self-cover brochures in a clear plastic wallet, November 2007

Case Study 4:
Light steel floors with
Gyvlon screed
• Two separate projects
using Gyvlon screed
floors were tested for
acoustic performance.
• The floors consisted of
Gyvlon, a self-levelling
synthetic anhydrite
screed and light steel
lattice floor joists.
• Exceeded Building Regulation performance by
6 dB for airborne sound
and 8 dB for impact
sound.

Codes & Standards
New and Revised Codes & Standards
(from BSI Updates November 2007)
BRITISH STANDARDS
REVIEWED AND
CONFIRMED

DRAFT BRITISH
STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT

BS 6399:Loading for buildings
BS6399-1:1996
Code of practice for dead and 		
imposed loads
BS 6399-2:1997
Code of practice for wind loads
BS 6399-3:1988
Code of practice for imposed 		
roof loads

07/30128146 DC
BS EN 1993-1-12 National Annex to
Eurocode 3. Design of steel
structures. Part 1-12. Additional
rules for the extension of BS EN
1993 up to steel grades S 700
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07/30129890 DC
BS EN 1998-1 National Annex to
Eurocode 8. Design of structures for
earthquake resistance. Part 1.
General rules, seismic actions and
rules for buildings

07/30129894 DC
BS EN 1998-4 National Annex to
Eurocode 8. Design of structures for
earthquake resistance. Part 4. Silos,
tanks and pipelines

Tower, masts and chimneys

07/30129896 DC
BS EN 1998-5 National Annex to
Eurocode 8. Design of structures for
earthquake resistance. Part 5.
Foundations, retaining walls and
geotechnical aspects

07/30144583 DC
BS ISO 5951 Hot-rolled steel sheet
of higher yield strength with
improved formability

07/30129899 DC
BS EN 1998-6 National Annex to
Eurocode 8. Design of structures for
earthquake resistance. Part 6.

07/30144580 DC
BS ISO 4995 Hot-rolled steel sheet
of structural quality

07/30144593 DC
BS ISO 10384 Hot-rolled carbon
steel sheet as defined by chemical
composition

*

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
*

*Frame and floor costs – average of all schemes.

The latest update to the independent cost comparison survey has
once again confirmed that steel remains the cost effective choice
for multi-storey structural frames.
To see the industry's most trusted and long established cost survey
in more detail, along with government statistics which support the
findings, please visit www.corusconstruction.com/coststudy

Telephone: 01724 405060

Telephone: 020 7839 8566

www.corusconstruction.com

www.steelconstruction.org
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BCSA Members

The British Constructional
Steelwork Association Ltd
BCSA is the national organisation for the steel construction industry. Details
of BCSA membership and services can be obtained from Gillian Mitchell MBE,
Deputy Directory General, BCSA, 4 Whitehall Court, London SW1A 2ES
Tel: 020 7839 8566 Email: gillian.mitchell@steelconstruction.org

KEY
Categories
A All forms of building steelwork
B* Bridgework
C Heavy industrial plant structures
D High rise buildings
E Large span portals
F Medium/small span portals and 		
medium rise buildings
H Large span trusswork
J Major tubular steelwork
K Towers
L Architectural metalwork
M Frames for machinery, supports for
conveyors, ladders and catwalks
N Grandstands and stadia
S Small fabrications
Quality Assurance 		
Certification
Q1 Steel Construction 			
Certification Scheme Ltd
Q2 BSI
Q3 Lloyd’s
Q4 Other

ACL STUCTURES LTD (E F H M 4)
Holland Way Ind. Est., Blandford, Dorset DT11 7TA
Tel 01258 456051 Fax 01258 450566
AMSE LTD
Clara Road, Moatee, Co Westmeath, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 90 648 1184 Fax 00 353 90 648 1735
ASA STEEL STRUCTURES LTD
Brick Kiln Lane, Parkhouse Ind. Est. West,
Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs ST5 7EF
Tel 01782 566366 Fax 01782 564785

Classification Contract Value
10 Up to £40,000
9 Up to £100,000
8 Up to £200,000
7 Up to £400,000
6 Up to £800,000
5 Up to £1,400,000
4 Up to £2,000,000
3 Up to £3,000,000
2 Up to £4,000,000
1 Up to £6,000,000
0 Above £6,000,000
Notes
1 Applicants may be registered in one or more 		
categories to undertake the fabrication and the 		
responsibility for any design and erection of the 		
above.
2 Where an asterisk (*) appears against any 		
company’s classification number, this indicates that
the assets required for this classification are those
of the parent company.
*
For details of bridgework subcategories contact
Gillian Mitchell at the BCSA.

BSB Structural Ltd
Whitecross Industry Park, Whitecross,
Nr Linlithgow, West Lothian EH49 6LH
Tel 01506 840937 Fax 01506 840932
A. C. BACON ENGINEERING LTD (E F H 6)
Norwich Rd, Hingham, Norwich NR9 4LS
Tel 01953 850611 Fax 01953 851445
BALLYKINE STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS LTD (E F H J N 4 Q2)
51 Lisburn Rd, Ballynahinch, Co Down BT24 8TT
Tel 028 9756 2560 Fax 028 9756 2751

CONDER STRUCTURES LTD (D E F H 1 Q2)
Wellington Rd, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE14 2AA
Tel 01283 545377 Fax 01283 530483

WILLIAM HALEY ENGINEERING LTD (Q1)
Bellcombe Works, East Brent, nr. Highbridge, Somerset TA9 4DB
Tel 01278 760591 Fax 01278 760587

LEONARD COOPER LTD (C F H K M 6 Q1)
Balm Road, Hunslet, Leeds LS10 2JR
Tel 0113 270 5441 Fax 0113 276 0659

HAMBLETON STEEL LTD
Gatherley Road, Brompton-on-Swale,
Richmond, North Yorkshire DL10 7JH
Tel 01748 810598 Fax 01748 810601

CORDELL GROUP LTD (Q4)
Sotherby Road, Skippers Lane Industrial Estate,
South Bank, Middlesborough TS6 6LP
Tel 01642 452406 Fax 01642 464118

M. HASSON & SONS LTD (Q1)
17 Glebe Rd, Rasharkin, Co. Antrim BT44 8SS
Tel 028 2957 1281 Fax 028 2957 1575

CRONIN BUCKLEY FABRICATION & CONSTRUCTION LTD
Killumney, Ovens, Co Cork, Republic of Ireland
Tel: 00 353 214 870 017 Fax: 00 353 214 872 890

HENRY SMITH (CONSTRUCTIONAL ENGINEERS) LTD
(C D E F H J 2)
Wharton Steelworks, Winsford CW7 3BW
Tel 01606 592121 Fax 01606 559134

CROWN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING LTD
Burma Rd, Blidworth, Mansfield, Notts NG21 0RT
Tel 01623 490555 Fax 01623 490666
CUSTOM METAL FABRICATIONS LTD
Central Way, Feltham TW14 0XJ
Tel 020 8844 0940 Fax 020 8751 5793
DGT Steel & Cladding Ltd
Atlas Works, Norwich Road, Lenwade,Norwich NR9 5SW
Tel 01603 30820 Fax 01603 308201
D H STRUCTURES LTD (Q2)
Tollgate Drive, Tollgate Industrial Estate,
Beaconside, Stafford ST16 3HS
Tel 01785 246269 Fax 01785 222077

DUGGAN STEEL
The Square, Millstreet, Co Cork, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 29 70072 Fax 00 353 29 70073

ALLSLADE PLC (E F H L 2)
Dundas Lane, Portsmouth, Hants PO3 5SD
Tel 023 9266 7531 Fax 023 9267 9818

LOWE ENGINEERING (MIDLAND) LTD
Bramshall Industrial Estate, Stone Road,
Bramshall, Staffs ST14 8SH
Tel 01889 563244 Fax 01889 563554
M D Fabrications Ltd
Queens Hill, Newport, South Wales NP20 5HJ
Tel 01633 266691 Fax 01633 844612

THE ANGLE RING CO LTD
Bloomfield Road, Tipton DY4 9EH
Tel 0121-557 7241 Fax 0121-522 4555
apex steel structures ltd
Kings Close, Charfleets Industrial Estate,
Canvey Island, Essex SS8 0QZ
Tel 01268 660 828 Fax 01268 660 829
ARROMAX STRUCTURES LTD (Q4)
Langwith Junction, Mansfield, Notts NG20 9RN
Tel 01623 747466 Fax 01623 748197
ATLAS WARD STRUCTURES LTD (A 0* Q1)
Sherburn, Malton, N. Yorkshire YO17 8PZ
Tel 01944 710421 Fax 01944 710512
ATLASCO CONSTRUCTIONAL ENGINEERS LTD
Rowhurst Industrial Estate, Apedale, Chesterton,
Newcastle-U-Lyme ST5 6BD
Tel 01782 564711 Fax 01782 564591
B D STRUCTURES LTD (D E F H 4*)
Westhoughton Ind Est, James St, Westhoughton, Lancs, BL5 3QR
Tel 01942 817770 Fax 01942 810438
BHC LTD
Edinburgh Road, Carnwath, Lanarkshire ML11 8LG
Tel 01555 840006 Fax 01555 840036
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BILLINGTON STRUCTURES LTD (A 0 Q1)
Barnsley Road, Wombwell S73 8DS
Tel 01226 340666 Fax 01226 755947

EVADX LTD (A 3 Q4)
Unit 9, Tir Llywd Enterprise Park, St. Asaph Avenue,
Kinmel Bay, Rhyl LL18 5JZ
Tel 01745 336413 Fax 01745 339639

BONE STEEL LTD
P.O. Box 9300, Wishaw, Lanarkshire ML2 0YA
Tel 01698 375000 Fax 01698 372727

FAIRFIELD-MABEY LTD (A B 0 Q4)
Chepstow, Monmouthshire NP16 5YL
Tel 01291 623801 Fax 01291 625453

F J BOOTH & PARTNERS LTD
Dockside Road, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS3 8AT
Tel 01642 241581 Fax 01642 223398

FISHER ENGINEERING LTD (A 1 Q1)
Ballinamallard, Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh BT94 2FY
Tel 028 6638 8521 Fax 028 6638 8706

BORDER STEELWORK STRUCTURES LTD (C E F H J N 4)
Winchester House, 58 Warwick Rd, Carlisle CA1 1DR
Tel 01228 548744 Fax 01228 511073

FOX BROS ENGINEERING LTD
Ballycanew, Gorey, Co Wexford, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 53 942 1677 Fax 00 353 53 942 1733

BOURNE STEEL LTD (A 0 Q2)
St Clements House, St Clements Rd, Poole, Dorset BH12 4GP
Tel 01202 746666 Fax 01202 732002

GME STRUCTURES LTD
Unit E11-E14, Wem Industrial Estate,
Soulton Road, Wem, Shropshire SY4 5SD
Tel 01939 233023 Fax 01939 234059

BRITON FABRICATORS LTD (B 5 Q4)
Watnall Road, Hucknall, Notts NG15 6EP
Tel 0115 963 2901 Fax 0115 968 0335
BROWNE STRUCTURES LTD
Queens Drive, Newhall, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 OEG
Tel 01283 212720 Fax 01283 215033
BUTTERLEY LTD (A B 3* Q4)
Ripley, Derby DE5 3BQ.
Tel 01773 573573 Fax 01773 749898
CAIRNHILL STRUCTURES LTD (C F H J L M 5* Q4)
Sun Works, Waverley Street, Coatbridge,Lanarkshire ML5 2BE
Tel 01236 449393 Fax 01236 428328
CAUNTON ENGINEERING LTD (C E F H J M N 1 Q1)
Moorgreen Ind. Park, Moorgreen, Nottingham NG16 3QU
Tel 01773 531111 Fax 01773 532020
CHIEFTAIN CONTRACTS LTD
Antonine Works, Broomhill Road, Bonnybridge FK4 2AL
Tel 01324 812911 Fax 01324 814927
CLEVELAND BRIDGE UK LTD (A B 0* Q3)
Cleveland House, Yarm Rd, Darlington, Co Durham DL1 4DE
Tel 01325 381188 Fax 01325 382320
COMPASS ENGINEERING LTD (C E F K 4)
Whaley Road, Barugh, Barnsley S75 1HT
Tel 01226 298388 Fax 01226 283215

LEONARD ENGINEERING (BALLYBAY) LTD
St Patrick’s Street, Ballybay, Co Monaghan, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 42 974 1099 Fax 00 353 42 974 1001

ELLAND STEEL STRUCTURES LTD (C D E F K 1 Q1)
Philmar House, Gibbet St, Halifax HX2 0AR
Tel 01422 380262 Fax 01422 380263

EMMETT FABRICATIONS LTD (E F H 6)
Hirst Wood Works, Hirst Wood Road, Shipley BD18 4BU
Tel 01274 597484 Fax 01274 588671

W.S BRITLAND & CO. LTD (Q2)
Tilmanstone Works, Pike Road, Eythorne, Dover CT15 4NB
Tel 01304 831583 Fax 01304 831983

JAMES BROS (HAMWORTHY) LTD (E F H M 5 Q4)
Stanley House, 3 Fleets Lane, Poole, Dorset BH15 3AJ
Tel 01202 673815 Fax 01202 684033

LEACH STRUCTURAL STEELWORK LTD
Brockholes Way, Claughton-on-Brock, nr Preston PR3 0PZ
Tel 01995 640133 Fax 01995 640719

Barretts of Aspley Ltd
North Common Farm, Woburn Road,
Lidlington, Bedfordshire MK43 0NN
Tel 01525 280136 Fax 01525 280137

ALLOTT BROS & LEIGH
Fullerton Rd, The Ickles, Rotherham S60 1DJ
Tel 01709 538000 Fax 01709 538004

Hills of Shoeburyness Ltd (L M S 6)
17-19 Towerfield Road, Shoeburyness, Essex SS3 9QL
Tel 01702 296321 Fax 01702 297072

Discain Project Services Ltd
Hartburn Close, Crow Lane Industrial Estate,
Northampton NN3 9UE
Tel 01604 787276 Fax 01604 407290

AWF STEEL LTD
21 Lenziemill Rd, Lenziemill, Cumbernauld G67 2RL
Tel 01236 457960 Fax 01236 452250

ALLERTON ENGINEERING LTD (B 5* Q3)
Allerton House, Thurston Road,
Northallerton, N. Yorkshire DL6 2NA
Tel 01609 774471 Fax 01609 780364

HILLCREST STRUCTURAL LTD
Hillcrest House, Toynbee Road, Eastleigh, Hants SO50 9DT
Tel 023 8064 1373 Fax 023 8061 3586

JAMES KILLELEA & CO LTD (C D E F H N 1*)
Stoneholme Road, Crawshawbooth, Rossendale, Lancs BB4 8BA
Tel 01706 229411 Fax 01706 228388

ELSOME STRUCTURES LTD (F L M 6)
Welby Road, Asfordby Hill, Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire LE14 3RD
Tel: 01664 813234 Fax: 01664 813341

Advanced Fabrications Poyle Ltd (F J H J K L M 7 Q4)
772-775 Buckingham Avenue, Slough, Berkshire SL1 4NL
Tel 01753 531116 Fax 01753 531120

HESCOTT ENGINEERING CO LTD
Lochlands Viaduct, Larbert, Stirlingshire FK5 3NN
Tel 01324 556610 Fax 01324 552970

FRANK H DALE LTD (D E F 1 Q4)
Mill Street, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 8EF
Tel 01568 612212 Fax 01568 619401

BARRETT STEEL BUILDINGS LTD (E F H 1 Q1)
Barrett Court, Cutler Heights Lane, Dudley Hill, Bradford BD4 9HZ
Tel 01274 266800 Fax 01274 266860

Adstone Construction Ltd
Adstone House, Wassage Way,
Hampton Lovett Industrial Estate, Droitwich WR9 9NX
Tel 01905 794561 Fax 01905 794040

WILLIAM HARE LTD (A 0 Q1)
Brandlesholme House, Brandlesholme Rd, Bury, BL8 1JJ
Tel 0161 609 0000 Fax 0161 609 0409

COVENTRY CONSTRUCTION LTD (Q1)
Torrington Avenue, Coventry CV4 9AP
Tel 024 7646 4484 Fax 024 7669 4020

ASME ENGINEERING LTD
Asme House, 788 Kenton Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 6AG
Tel 0208 954 0028 Fax 0208 954 0036

Adey Steel Ltd
Falcon Industrial Park, Meadow Lane,
Loughborough, Leics LE11 1HL
Tel 01509 556677 Fax 01509 828639

You can find email and
website addresses for all
these companies at
www.steelconstruction.org

GIBBS ENGINEERING LTD (Q4)
17A Axe Road, Colley Lane Industrial Estate,
Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 5LP
Tel 01278 455253 Fax 01278 453174
GLENTWORTH FABRICATIONS LTD (F H J K L M N 6)
Molly Millar’s Bridge, Molly Millar’s Lane, Wokingham RG41 2WY
Tel 0118 977 2088 Fax 0118 977 2907
GORGE FABRICATIONS LTD
Gorge House, Great Bridge Industrial Estate,
Toll End Road, Tipton, West Midlands DY4 OHR
Tel 0121 522 5770 Fax 0121 557 0415
GRAHAM WOOD STRUCTURAL LTD (A 1)
Lancing Business Park, Chartwell Road, Lancing BN15 8TY
Tel 01903 755991 Fax 01903 755384
GRAYS ENGINEERING (CONTRACTS) LTD
Globe Industrial Estate, Rectory Road, Grays, Essex RM17 6ST
Tel 01375 372411 Fax 01375 375079
D A GREEN & SONS LTD (E F H J N 3 Q1)
Whaplode, Spalding, Lincs PE12 6TL
Tel 01406 370585 Fax 01406 370766
GREGG & PATTERSON (ENGINEERS) LTD (Q4)
Riverside Works, Ballyskeagh Road, Lambeg, Co Antrim BT27 5TD
Tel 028 9061 8131 Fax 028 9062 2813
HAD-FAB LTD (Q4)
Macmerry Ind. Est., Tranent, East Lothian EH33 1RD
Tel 01875 611711 Fax 01875 612711

M&S Engineering Ltd
East Road, Lowthertown, Eastriggs DG12 6TD
Tel 01461 40111 Fax 01461 40542
TERENCE MCCORMACK LTD (Q1)
17 Camlough Rd, Newry BT35 6JS
Tel 028 3026 2261 Fax 028 3026 8177
MALDON MARINE LTD
Unit 16, West Station Ind. Est., Spital Road, Maldon, Essex CM9 6TW
Tel 01621 859000 Fax 01621 858935
HARRY MARSH (ENGINEERS) LTD
The Parade, Hendon, Sunderland SR2 8LT
Tel 0191 510 9797 Fax 0191 510 9798
MIDLAND STEEL STRUCTURES LTD
Golden Acres Lane, Binley, Coventry CV3 2RT
Tel 024 7644 5584 Fax 024 7645 9995
MIFFLIN CONSTRUCTION LTD (D E F H M 4)
Worcester Rd, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 8AY
Tel 01568 613311 Fax 01568 614935
MILLTOWN ENGINEERING LTD
Garryhill, Bagenalstown, Co Carlow, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 59 972 7119 Fax 00 353 59 972 7202
NEWBRIDGE ENGINEERING LTD
Tees Bay Business Park, Brenda Rd, Hartlepool TS25 2BU
Tel 01429 866722 Fax 01429 869811
NEWTON FABRICATIONS LTD
9 York Street, Ayr, Ayrshire KA8 8AN
Tel 01292 269135 Fax 01292 610258
NUSTEEL STRUCTURES LTD (B H J K L 4* Q1)
Lympne, Hythe, Kent CT21 4LR
Tel 01303 268112 Fax 01303 266098
ON SITE SERVICES (GRAVESEND) LTD (Q4)
Wharf Road, Denton, Gravesend, Kent DA12 2RU
Tel 01474 321552 Fax 01474 357778
OVERDALE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LTD
Millers Avenue, Brynmenyn Industrial Estate, Bridgend CF32 9TD
Tel 01656 729229 Fax 01656 722101
PMS Fabrications Ltd
Thomas Lane, Burgh Road Industrial Estate,
Carlisle, Cumbria CA2 7NA
Tel 01228 599090 Fax 01228 599091
HARRY PEERS STEELWORK LTD (Q1)
Elton St, Mill Hill, Bolton BL2 2BS
Tel 01204 528393 Fax 01204 362363
PENCRO STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS LTD (E F H J M 4 Q4)
Orpinsmill Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim BT39 0SX
Tel 028 9335 2886 Fax 028 9332 4117
QMEC LTD
Quarry Road, Bolsover, Nr Chesterfield S44 6NT
Tel 01246 822228 Fax 01246 827907
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RSL (SOUTH WEST) LTD (E F H M 6)
Millfield Industrial Est., Chard, Somerset TA20 2BB
Tel 01460 67373 Fax 01460 61669

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

JOHN REID & SONS (STRUCSTEEL) LTD (A 1)
296-298 Reid Sreet, Christchurch BH23 2BT
Tel 01202 483333 Fax 01202 499763

ALBION SECTIONS LTD (Q4)
Albion Rd, West Bromwich,West Midlands B70 8BD
Tel 0121 553 1877 Fax 0121 553 5507

REMNANT ENGINEERING LTD
Unit 161, Lydney Industrial Estate,
Harbour Road, Lydney, Gloucestershire GL15 4EJ
Tel 01594 841160 Fax 01594 843208

AYRSHIRE METAL PRODUCTS (DAVENTRY) LTD (Q2)
Royal Oak Way, Daventry NN11 5NR
Tel 01327 300990 Fax 01327 300885

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Rösler UK
Unity Grove, Knowsley Business Park,
Prescot, Merseyside L34 9GT
Tel 0151 482 0444 Fax 0151 482 4444
VOORTMAN UK LTD
Unit 5, Mercian Park, Felspar Rd,
Amington Rd, Tamworth B77 4DP
Tel 01827 63300 Fax 01827 65565
PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

BARNSHAW PLATE BENDING CENTRE LTD (Q2)
Corporation Rd, Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5LR
Tel 0161 320 9696 Fax 0161 335 0918

FORWARD PROTECTIVE COATINGS LTD
Vernon St., Shirebrook, Mansfield, Notts NG20 8SS
Tel 01623 748323 Fax 01623 748730

ROBERTS ENGINEERING
16D Bergen Way, Sutton Fields Ind. Est., Hull HU7 0YQ
Tel 01482 838240 Fax 01482 830697

BARNSHAW SECTION BENDERS LTD (Q2)
Structural Division, Anchor Lane, Coseley,
Bilston, West Midlands WV14 9NE
Tel 01902 880848 Fax 01902 880125

INTERNATIONAL PAINT LTD
Protective Coatings, Stoneygate Lane,
Felling, Gateshead NE10 0JY
Tel 0191 469 6111 Fax 0191 495 0676

J. ROBERTSON & CO LTD (L M S 9)
Mill Lane, Walton-on-Naze CO14 8PE
Tel 01255 672855 Fax 01255 850487

Cellbeam Ltd
Unit 516, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7DB
Tel 01937 840614 Fax 01937 840608

LEIGH’S PAINTS
Tower Works, Kestor Street, Bolton BL2 2AL
Tel 01204 521771 Fax 01204 382115

ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION (A 0 Q1)
Wincanton Close, Ascot Drive, Industrial Estate, Derby DE24 8NJ
Tel 01332 574711 Fax 01332 861401

COMPOSITE PROFILES UK Ltd
15 Moor Road, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8AZ
Tel 01202 659237 Fax 01202 659288

ROWECORD ENGINEERING LTD (A B 0 Q1)
Neptune Works, Uskway, Newport, South Wales NP20 2SS
Tel 01633 250511 Fax 01633 253219

CORUS PANELS & PROFILES (Q1)
Severn Drive, Tewkesbury Business Park,
Tewksbury, Glos GL20 8TX
Tel 01684 856600 Fax 01684 856601

PPG PROTECTIVE & MARINE COATINGS
Micro House, Station Approach, Wood Street North,
Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 7JR			
Tel: 01773 837300 Fax: 01773 837302

RIPPIN LTD
Thistle Ind. Est., Church Street, Cowdenbeath KY4 8LP
Tel 01383 518610 Fax 01383 513099

ROWEN STRUCTURES LTD (A 1)
Fulwood Road (South), Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 2JW
Tel 01623 558558 Fax 01623 440404
S H STRUCTURES LTD
Moor Lane Trading Estate, Sherburn-in-Elmet,
North Yorkshire LS25 6ES
Tel 01977 681931 Fax 01977 681930
SELWYN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING LTD
Tarron Road, Tarron Industrial Estate,
Moreton, Wirral CH46 4TU
Tel 0151 678 0236 Fax 0151 678 8959
SEVERFIELD-REEVE STRUCTURES LTD (A 0 Q2)
Dalton Airfield Industrial Estate, Dalton,
Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO7 3JN
Tel 01845 577896 Fax 01845 577411
SHIPLEY FABRICATIONS LTD
Maddocks Park, Ancaster, Grantham, Lincs NG32 3RT
Tel 01400 231115 Fax 01400 231220
SIAC BUTLERS STEEL LTD (C D E F H J N 0 Q4)
Lea Road, Portarlington, Co Laois, Republic of Ireland		
Tel 00 353 57 8623305 Fax 00 353 57 8623207
SIAC TETBURY STEEL LTD (D E F H 3 Q1)
London Rd, Tetbury, Gloucs GL8 8HH
Tel 01666 502792 Fax 01666 504246
SNASHALL STEEL FABRICATIONS CO LTD
Pulham Business Park, Pulham, nr Dorchester, Dorset DT2 7DX
Tel 01300 345588 Fax 01300 345533
SOUTH DURHAM STRUCTURES LTD
South Church Enterprise Pk, Dovecot Hill,
Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL14 6XR
Tel 01388 777350 Fax 01388 775225

FLI STRUCTURES
Waterwells Drive, Waterwells Business Park,
Gloucester GL2 2AA
Tel 01452 722200 Fax 01452 722244
FABSEC LTD
1st Floor, Unit 3, Calder Close,
Calder Business Park, Wakefield WF4 3BA
Tel 0845 094 2530 Fax 0845 094 2533
HI–SPAN LTD
Ayton Rd, Wymondham NR18 0RD
Tel 01953 603081 Fax 01953 607842
KINGSPAN METL-CON LTD (Q4)
Sherburn, Malton, N. Yorkshire YO17 8PQ
Tel 01944 712000 Fax 01944 710555
RICHARD LEES STEEL DECKING LTD
Moor Farm Rd West, The Airfield, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire DE6 1HD
Tel 01335 300999 Fax 01335 300888
MSW STRUCTURAL FLOOR SYSTEMS
Acton Grove, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 1FY
Tel 0115 946 2316 Fax 0115 946 2278
MSW (UK) LTD
16 Jacobean House, 1 Glebe Street, East Kilbride G74 7LY
Tel 01355 232266 Fax 01355 266766
METSEC PLC (Q2)
Broadwell Rd, Oldbury, West Mids B69 4HE
Tel 0121 601 6000 Fax 0121 601 6181
STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS MSW (UK) LTD
16 Jacobean House, 1 Glebe Street, East Kilbride G74 7LY
Tel 01355 232266 Fax 01355 266766

STEEL & ROOFING SYSTEMS LTD
Kilkenny Road, Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 56 444 1855 Fax 00 353 56 444 1860

STRUCTURAL METAL DECKS LTD
The Outlook, Ling Road, Tower Park, Poole, Dorset BH12 4PY
Tel 01202 718898 Fax 01202 714980

TAYLOR & RUSSELL LTD
Stonebridge Mill, Longridge PR3 3AQ
Tel 01772 782295 Fax 01772 785341

STRUCTURAL SECTIONS LTD (Q1)
123 West Bromwich Street, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 3AZ
Tel 0121 555 1342 Fax 0121 555 1341

THE AA GROUP LTD
Priorswood Place, East Pimbo, Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 9QB
Tel 01695 50123 Fax 01695 50133

STUDWELDERS LTD
Millennium Hse, Severn Link Distribution Centre, Newhouse Farm
Ind Est, Chepstow, Monmouthshire NP16 6UN
Tel 01291 626048 Fax 01291 629979

The Steel People Ltd
Unit 3E, Priory Park, Mills Road, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7PP
Tel 01622 715900 Fax 01622 715905
TRADITIONAL STRUCTURES LTD (D E F H J K N 5 Q1)
Findel Works, Landywood Lane, Cheslyn Hay,
Walsall, West Midlands WS6 7AJ
Tel 01922 414172 Fax 01922 410211
PADDY WALL & SONS
Waterford Road Business Park,Waterford Road,
New Ross, Co Wexford, Republic of Ireland
Tel 00 353 51 420 515 Fax 00 353 51 420 516
WARLEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD (F L 7)
Swinborne Road, Burnt Mills Industrial Estate,
Basildon, Essex SS13 1LD
Tel 01268 726060 Fax 01268 725285
WALTER WATSON LTD (Q4)
Greenfield Works, Ballylough Rd, Castlewellan,
Co Down BT31 9JQ
Tel 028 4377 8711 Fax 028 4377 2050
WATSON STEEL STRUCTURES LTD (A B 0 Q1)
Lostock Lane, Bolton BL6 4BL
Tel 01204 699999 Fax 01204 694543
WESTBURY PARK ENGINEERING LTD
Brook Lane, Westbury, Wilts BA13 4ES
Tel 01373 825500 Fax 01373 825511

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
COMPUTER SERVICES CONSULTANTS (UK) LTD
Yeadon House, New St, Pudsey, Leeds, LS28 8AQ
Tel 0113 239 3000 Fax 0113 236 0546
RAM INTERNATIONAL (EUROPE) LTD
4 Woodside Place, Glasgow G3 7QF
Tel 0141 353 5168 Fax 0141 353 5112
STEEL PROJECTS UK LTD
6 Highfield Drive, Gildersome, Leeds LS27 7DW
Tel: 0113 253 2171 Fax: 0113 252 8781
TEKLA (UK) LTD
Tekla House, Cliffe Park Way, Morley, Leeds LS27 0RY
Tel 0113 307 1200 Fax 0113 307 1201
DESIGN SERVICES
ARRO-CAD LTD
Bretby Business Park, Ashby Road,
Bretby, Burton-on-Trent DE15 0YZ
Tel 01283 558206 Fax 01283 558207
Development Design Detailing Services Ltd
171 Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs BL2 1BH
Tel 01204 396606 Fax 01204 396634
STEEL PRODUCERS

SigmaKALON MARINE & PROTECTIVE COATINGS UK Ltd
4 Vimy Court, Vimy Road, Leighton Buzzard LU7 1FG
Tel 01525 375234 Fax 01525 378595
SITE COAT SERVICES LTD
Unit 11, Old Wharf Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7AA
Tel 01476 577473 Fax 01476 577642
JACK TIGHE LTD
Kirk Sandall Ind. Est., Kirk Sandall, Doncaster DN3 1QR
Tel 01302 880360 Fax 01302 880370
WEDGE GROUP GALVANIZING
c/o Worksop Galvanizing Claylands Avenue,
Worksop, Notts S81 7BQ
Tel 01909 486384 Fax 01909 482540
WELLS PROTECTIVE COATINGS LTD
Unit 21, Wright Business Park, Carr Hill, Doncaster DN4 8DE
Tel 01302 733611 Fax 01302 733639
SAFETY SYSTEMS
Cellshield
Unit 516, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7DB
Tel 01937 840600 Fax 01937 840601
Combisafe International Ltd
Unit 1, Zone A, Cheaney Drive, Grange Park,
Northampton NN4 5FB
Tel 01604 660600 Fax 01604 662960
EASI-EDGE
Ollerton Rd, Tuxford, Newark, Notts NG22 OPQ
Tel 01777 870901 Fax 01777 872047
TRAILERPAL LTD
Cartmel Drive, Harlescott Industrial Estate,
Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 3TB
Tel 01743 446666 Fax 01743 442448
STEEL STOCKHOLDERS
ADVANCED STEEL SERVICES LTD
South Ribble Industrial Estate, Capitol Way,
Preston, Lancs PR5 4AJ
Tel 01772 259822 Fax 01772 259561

Celtic Steel Services
Caerphilly Road, Ystrad Mynach, Mid Glamorgan CF82 6EP
Tel 01443 812181 Fax 01443 812558
CORUS BELLSHILL
Mossend Engineering Works, Unthank Road, Bellshill, 		
North Lanarkshire ML4 1DJ
Tel. 01698 748424. Fax 01698 747191
CORUS BLACKBURN
Unit 5, Walker Road, Blackamoor Road,
Guide, Blackburn BB1 2QE
Tel 01254 55161 Fax 01254 670836
CORUS BRISTOL
Badminton Rd Trading Est., Yate,Bristol BS37 5JU
Tel 01454 315314 Fax 01454 325181
CORUS DARTFORD
Farnigham Road Station, South Darenth,nr Dartford DA4 9LD
Tel 01322 227272 Fax 01322 864893
CORUS NEWCASTLE
Chainbridge Road Industrial Estate,
Blaydon-on-Tyne, Tyne & Wear NE21 5SS
Tel 0191 414 2121 Fax 0191 414 2210
CORUS STOURTON
Wakefield Rd, Stourton, Leeds LS10 1AY
Tel 0113 276 0660 Fax 0113 272 4418
CORUS WEDNESFIELD
The Steelpark, Steelpark Way, Wednesfield,
Wolverhampton WV11 3BR
Tel 01902 484000 Fax 01902 484288
LASERTUBE CUTTING
Unit 8, Autobase Industrial Estate, Tipton Road,
Tividale, West Midlands B69 3HU
Tel 0121 601 5000 Fax 0121 601 5001
National Tube Stockholders Ltd
Dalton Industrial Estate, Dalton, Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO7 3HE
Tel 01845 577440 Fax 01845 577165
Portway Steel Services
The Stables, Brook Farm, Westerleigh, Bristol BS37 8QH
Tel 01454 311442 Fax 01454 311445
Rainham Steel Co Ltd
Kathryn House, Manor Way, Rainham, Essex RM13 8RE
Tel 01708 522311 Fax 01708 559024
South Park Steel Services
Thomson House, Faraday Street
Birchwood Park, Warrington WA3 6GA
Tel 01925 817000 Fax 01925 818844

Steelstock (Burton on Trent) Ltd
Ryder Close, Cadley Hill Road, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 9EU
Tel 01283 226161 Fax 01283 550406

ASD metal services – BODMIN
Unit 13, Cooksland Ind. Est., Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2PZ
Tel 01208 77066 Fax 01208 77416

Struthers & Carter Ltd
Erimus Works, Valletta Street, Hedon Road, Hull HU9 5NU
Tel 01482 795171 Fax 01482 786186

ASD metal services – LONDON
Thames Wharf, Dock Road, London E16 1AF
Tel 020 7476 9444 Fax 020 7476 0239

STRUCTURAL FASTENERS

ASD metal services – CARLISLE
Unit C, Earls Way, Kingsmoor Park Central,
Kingstown, Cumbria CA6 4SE
Tel 01228 674766 Fax 01228 674197
ASD metal services – HULL
Gibson Lane, Melton, North Ferriby, E. Yorkshire HU14 3HX
Tel 01482 633360 Fax 01482 633370
ASD metal services – GRIMSBY
Estate Road No. 5, South Humberside Industrial Estate,
Grimsby DN31 2TX
Tel 01472 353851 Fax 01472 240028
ASD metal services – BIDDULPH
PO Box 2, Tunstall Road, Biddulph, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST8 6JZ
Tel 01782 515152 Fax 01782 522240

ANDREWS FASTENERS LTD
Latchmore Park, Latchmore Road, Leeds LS12 6DN
Tel 0113 246 9992 Fax 0113 243 6463
BAPP GROUP LTD
Unit 15, Darton Business Park, Darton,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S75 5NQ
Tel 01226 383824 Fax 01226 390004
COOPER & TURNER LTD
Sheffield Road, Sheffield S9 1RS
Tel 0114 256 0057 Fax 0114 244 5529
Lindapter International
Lindsay House, Brackenbeck Road, Bradford BD7 2NF
Tel 01274 521444 Fax 01274 521130
TENSION CONTROL BOLTS LTD
Whitchurch Business Park, Shakespeare Way,
Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 1LJ
Tel 01948 667700 Fax 01948 667744

ASD metal services – DURHAM
Drum Road, Drum Industrial Estate,
Chester-le-Street, Co. Durham DH2 1ST
Tel 0191 492 2322 Fax 0191 410 0126

CORPORATE MEMBERS

ASD metal services – CARDIFF
East Moors Road, Cardiff CF1 5SP
Tel 029 2046 0622 Fax 029 2049 0105

BALFOUR BEATTY
POWER NETWORKS LTD
Tel 01332 661491
GRIFFITHS & ARMOUR
Tel 0151 236 5656

CORUS TUBES
PO Box 101, Weldon Rd, Corby, Northants NN17 SUA
Tel 01536 402121

ASD metal services – STALBRIDGE
Station Rd, Stalbridge, Dorset DT10 2RW
Tel 01963 362646 Fax 01963 363260

WIG ENGINEERING LTD
Barnfield, Akeman Street, Chesterton, Oxon OX26 1TE
Tel 01869 320515 Fax 01869 320513

MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT

ASD metal services – NORFOLK
Hamlin Way, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE30 4LQ
Tel 01553 761431 Fax 01553 692394

PEDDINGHAUS CORPORATION UK LTD
Unit 6, Queensway Link, Stafford Park 17, Telford TF3 3DN
Tel 01952 200377 Fax 01952 292877

BROWN MCFARLANE LTD
Ladywell Works, New Century Street, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 5QH
Tel 01782 289909 Fax 01782 289804

ASD metal services – EDINBURGH
24 South Gyle Crescent, Edinburgh EH12 9EB
Tel 0131 459 3200 Fax 0131 459 3266

JOHN WICKS & SON LTD
Unit 1, Crabbers Cross, Rattery, South Brent, Devon TQ10 9JZ
Tel 01364 72907 Fax 01364 73054

KALTENBACH LTD
6-8 Brunel Road, Bedford MK41 9TJ
Tel 01234 213201 Fax 01234 351226

Barrett Steel Services Ltd
Barrett House, Cutler Heights Lane,
Dudley Hill, Bradford BD4 9HU
Tel 01274 682281 Fax 01274 651205

South Park Steel Services
South Park Road, South Park Industrial Estate,
Scunthorpe DN17 2BY
Tel 01724 810810 Fax 01724 810081

CORUS CONSTRUCTION & INDUSTRIAL
Frodingham House, PO Box 1,
Brigg Road, Scunthorpe DN16 1BP
Tel 01724 404040 Fax 01724 404229

H. YOUNG STRUCTURES LTD (C E F H J N 6)
Ayton Road, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 0RD
Tel 01953 601881 Fax 01953 607842

AUSTIN TRUMANNS STEEL LTD
Moss Lane, Walkden, Manchester M28 5NH
Tel 0161 790 4821 Fax 0161 799 0411

Alternative Steel Co Ltd
Dobson Park Way, Ince, Wigan WN2 2DY
Tel 01942 610601 Fax 01942 821999

WESTOK LTD
Horbury Junction Ind Est, Horbury Junction, Wakefield WF4 5ER
Tel 01924 264121 Fax 01924 280030

FICEP (UK) LTD
10 The Courtyards, Victoria Park, Victoria Road, Leeds LS14 2LB
Tel 0113 265 3921 Fax 0113 265 3913

ASD metal services – TIVIDALE
Tipton Road, Tividale, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 3HU
Tel 0121 520 1231 Fax 0121 520 5664

ASD metal services – EXETER
Sidmouth Road, Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1AD
Tel 01395 233366 Fax 01395 233367

HIGHWAYS AGENCY
Tel 08457 504030
ROGER POPE ASSOCIATES
Tel 01752 263636

ASD metal services – DAVENTRY
Royal Oak Ind. Est., Daventry, Northants NN11 5QQ
Tel 01327 876021 Fax 01327 87612
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SCI Members

The Steel Construction Institute develops and promotes the
effective use of steel in construction. It is an independent,
membership-based organisation. Membership is drawn from
all sectors of the construction industry; this provides beneficial
contacts both within the UK and internationally. Its corporate
members enjoy access to unique expertise and free practical
advice which contributes to their own efficiency and profitability.
They also recieve an initial free copy of most SCI publications,
and discounts on subsequent copies and on courses. Its
multi-disciplinary staff of 45 skilled engineers and architects
is available to provide technical advice to members on steel
construction in the following areas:

• Technical Support for
Architects
• Bridge Engineering
• Building Interfaces
• Civil Engineering
• Codes and Standards
• Composite Construction
• Connections
• Construction Practice
• Corrosion Protection
• Fabrication
• Health & Safety — best
practice

• Information Technology
• Fire Engineering
• Light Steel and Modular
Construction
• Offshore Hazard
Engineering
• Offshore Structural Design
• Piling and Foundations
• Specialist Analysis
• Stainless Steel
• Steelwork Design
• Sustainability
• Vibration

Details of SCI Membership and services are available from:
Sandi Gentle, Membership Manager, The Steel Construction
Institute, Silwood Park, Ascot, Berks.
Telephone: +44 (0) 1344 636509 Fax: +44 (0) 1344 636570
Email: s.gentle@steel-sci.com Website: www.steel-sci.com

All full members of the BCSA are automatically members of the SCI. Their contact details are listed on the BCSA Members pages
Corporate Members
3E Consulting Engineers Ltd
The AA Group Ltd
A C Bacon Engineering Ltd
A Dawber Limited
A. Steadman & Son Ltd
Aberdeenshire Council
Abraham Consulting Engineers
ACE (Leicester)
AceCad Software Ltd
ACL Structures Ltd
Adams Kara Taylor Ltd
Adey Steel Ltd
ADP Consulting Engineers Ltd
Adstone Construction Ltd
Advanced Fabrications Poyle Ltd
Air Products PLC
Aker Kvaerner Projects Ltd
AKSWard
Alan Baxter & Associates
Alan Conisbee & Associates
Alan Dick & Co Ltd
Alan Johnston Partnership
Albion Sections Ltd
Alcock Lees Partnership
Allerton Engineering Ltd
Allott Bros & Leigh Ltd
Allslade Plc
AMEC Design and Management
AMECNNC
AMP Consultants
Andrew Dust Structural Engineers
Andrew Howard & Partners
The Angle Ring Company Ltd
Apex Steel Structures Ltd
Architectural Profiles Ltd
Arromax Structures Ltd
Arrow Structural Framing Sales Ltd
Arup
ASA Steel Structures Ltd
Asme Engineering Ltd
Associated Structural Design
Atkins
Atkins MSL Engineering Ltd
Atlas Ward Structures Ltd
Atlasco Constructional Engineers Ltd
AWE Plc
AWF Steel Ltd
Aylesbury Vale District Council
Ayrshire Metal Products Plc
B D Structures Limited
B W Industries Ltd
BAA Plc
Balfour Beatty Rail Projects Ltd
Ballykine Structural Engineers Ltd
Banro Sections Limited
Barnshaw Section Benders Ltd
Barrett Steel Buildings Ltd
Barretts of Aspley Ltd
Baxter Glaysher Consulting
BDS Steel Detailers
Bechtel Ltd
Benaim
Bentley Systems
Beresford Dunne Consultants Ltd
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Bestech Systems Ltd
BHC Ltd
Billington Structures Ltd
Birmingham City Council
Black & Veatch Ltd
Blind Bolt Company
Blyth & Blyth Consulting
Bodycote Metallurgical Coatings
Bolton Priestley
Bone Steel Ltd
Border Steelwork Structures Ltd
Bourne Steel Ltd
The Brazier Holt Partnership Ltd
Bridgetown Developments Ltd
The British Constructional Steelwork 		
Association Ltd
British Energy Plc
British Nuclear Group
British Stainless Steel Association
Briton Fabricators Ltd
Browne Structures Ltd
Brunner Mond UK Limited
BSB Structural Ltd
Building Design Partnership
Bunyan Meyer & Partners Ltd
Buro Happold
Burroughs Stewart Associates
Butterley Ltd
BWB Consulting Ltd
C.S.C. Engineers Ltd
CADS (Computer & Design Services Ltd)
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Caledonian Building Systems
Cameron Taylor
CampbellReith
Capita Gwent Consultancy Ltd
Capita Symonds
Cardiff County Council
Cardiff University
Carnaby Steel Structures
Carter Design Group
Cass Hayward LLP
Caunton Engineering Ltd
CB&I UK Limited
CEL International Ltd
Cheshire County Council
Chieftain Contracts Ltd
CIRIA
City University
Civil & Structural Computer Services Ltd
Clarke Bond Group Limited
Clarke Nicholls & Marcel
Clarkslegal LLP
Clegg Associates
Cleveland Bridge UK Ltd
CMF Limited
Collis Engineering Ltd
Compass Engineering Ltd
Complete Design Partnership Ltd
Composite Design Ireland LLP
Conder Structures Ltd
Conwy County Borough Council
Cordell Group Ltd
Cornwall County Council
Corus Group plc
Coventry Construction Ltd

Coventry University
Crown Structural Engineering Ltd
CSC (UK) Ltd
Cundall
Curtins Consulting Engineers
CWT Partnership
D A Green & Sons Ltd
D H Structures Ltd
D J Hartigan & Associates Ltd
Dalton Consultants
Deakin Walton Limited
Defence Estates
Denningfield Limited
Devon County Council
Devonport Management Ltd
Dewhurst Macfarlane and Partners
DGT Steel & Cladding Ltd
Discain Project Services Ltd
Dorman Long Technology Ltd
Dougall Baillie Associates
Doyle Partnership
Dundee City Council
Edmund Nuttall Ltd
Elland Steel Structures Ltd
Elliott Wood Partnership LLP
Emmett Fabrications Ltd
Engineered Offsite Limited
Engineering Solutions Partnership
Evadx Ltd
Evans & Langford LLP
Expedition Engineering Limited
F J Booth & Partners Ltd
F J Samuely & Partners Ltd
Faber Maunsell
Fabsec Ltd
Fairfield-Mabey Ltd
Fisher Engineering Ltd
Flint & Neill Partnership
Fluid Structural Engineers
Fluor Ltd
Foggo Associates Ltd
Fothergill
Frank H Dale Ltd
Galvanizers Association
Gardenwood Ltd
Gary Gabriel Associates
George Mathieson Associates
Gibbs Engineering Ltd
Gifford & Partners Ltd
Glasgow Caledonian University
Glentworth Fabrications Ltd
Glenbeigh Construction
GME Structures Ltd
Godsell Arnold Partnership Ltd
Goodwin Steel Castings Ltd
Gorge Fabrications Ltd
Graham Wood Structural Ltd
Grays Engineering (Contracts) Ltd
Green & Tempest
Gregg & Patterson (Engineers) Ltd
Grontmij
H Young Structures Ltd

Had-Fab Limited
Halcrow Group Ltd
Halcrow Yolles
Hallmason Design Ltd
Hambleton Steel Ltd
Hanson Building Products Ltd
Harley Haddow
Harold Newsome Ltd
Harry Marsh (Engineers) Ltd
Harry Peers Steelwork Ltd
Haskoning UK Limited
HBG Design Ltd
Henley Building Solutions (UK) Ltd
Henrob Limited
Henry Smith (CE) Ltd
Hescott Engineering Company Ltd
Highcliffe Court Design Ltd
High-Point Rendel
Hillcrest Structural Ltd
Hills of Shoeburyness Ltd
Hockley & Dawson Consulting 		
Engineers Ltd
HOP Consulting Ltd
HOSDB
HSP Consulting
Hurst Peirce & Malcolm LLP
Hyder Consulting (UK) Ltd
Imperial College London
Integer Software Limited
Inverclyde Council
J Robertson & Co Ltd
Jacobs Babtie
James Bros (Hamworthy) Ltd
James Killelea & Co Ltd
James Lupton Consultants
Jenkins & Potter
John Reid & Sons (Strucsteel) Ltd
John Wicks & Son Ltd
Jordan Pritchard Gorman
Joy Steel Structures (London) Ltd
Kellogg Brown & Root Ltd
Kenneth Brown & Partners
Kier Engineering Services
Kingspan Metl-Con Ltd
Kingston University
Knapp Hicks & Partners Ltd
The Laser Cutting Company Ltd
Leach Structural Steelwork Ltd
Leighs Paints
Leonard Cooper Ltd
Les Gooding Design Associates
Light Steel Frame Solutions Ltd*
Lindab Building Systems
Lindapter International
Light Steel Frame Solutions Ltd
Liverpool John Moores University
London Borough of Hillingdon
Lowe Engineering (Midland) Ltd
M & S Engineering Ltd
M D Fabrications Ltd
M Hasson & Sons Ltd
Mace Ltd

SCI Members

Maldon Marine Ltd
Manchester City Council
Martin Stockley Associates
Maslen Brennan Henshaw
Mason Navarro Partnership
Mech Tool Engineering Ltd
Melliss LLP
Metals Industry Skills & Performance
Metek Building Systems
Metsec Plc
Michael Barclay Partnership
Midland Steel Structures Ltd
Midland Structural Services
Mifflin Construction Ltd
Mike Curnow
Mitchell McFarlane & Partners
MJM Consulting Engineers Ltd
MLM Maddocks Lusher & Matthews
Molabolt
Morgan Est
Mott MacDonald
Mouchel Parkman Services Ltd
MSW (UK) Ltd
Napier University
Newbridge Engineering Ltd
Newton Fabrications Ltd
Nolan Associates
Norder Design Associates Limited
Nottingham Trent University
NPS North East Limited
NRM Bobrowski
Nusteel Structures Ltd
NW Structural Consultants Ltd
On Site Services (Gravesend) Ltd
Overdale Construction Services Ltd
Owen Williams Consultants
Oxford Brookes University
Pace Structures Ltd
Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd
Paul Reading & Partners
Pell Frischmann Consultants Ltd
Pencro Structural Engineering Ltd
PEP Civil & Structures Ltd
Peter Brett Associates
Peter Taylor & Partners Ltd
Pick Everard
Pinnacle Consulting Engineers Ltd
Plandescil Ltd
PMS Fabrications Ltd
Portakabin Ltd
Portal Ltd
Powerwall Systems Limited
Price & Myers Consulting Engineers Llp
Pyper McLarnon Partnership
QMEC Ltd
Queen’s University Belfast
R G Parkins & Partners Ltd
RAM International (Europe) Ltd
Ramage Young Limited
Remnant Engineering Ltd
Renfrewshire Council
Richard Lees Steel Decking Ltd
Richard Wood Engineering Ltd
Rigby & Partners
Rippin Ltd
RLT Engineering Consultants Ltd
RMJM Scotland Ltd
Robert Bird & Partners
Robert Tucker Associates
Roberts Engineering
Robinson Construction
Roger Bullivant Ltd
Rowecord Engineering Ltd
Rowen Structures Ltd
Royal School of Military Engineering
RPS Burks Green
RPS Consulting Engineers
RSL (South West) Ltd
S H Structures Ltd
Scott White & Hookins
Scott Wilson Ltd
Selwyn Construction Engineering Ltd
Severfield-Reeve Structures Ltd
Sheffield City Council
Shell UK Exploration & Production
Sherwood & Casson Ltd
Shipley Fabrications Ltd
SIAC Tetbury Steel Ltd
Sir Robert McAlpine Design Group
Skanska Technology
Skidmore Owings & Merrill Inc.
SKM anthony hunts
Snashall Steel Fabrications
South Durham Structures Ltd
South Lincs Consulting Ltd

The Steel People Ltd
Stewart & Harris
Stirling Maynard & Partners
Structural Design Associates
Structural Design Partnership
Structural Metal Decks Ltd
Structural Sections Ltd
Surrey County Council
Survey Design Associates Ltd
T A Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Taylor & Russell Ltd
Teague & Sally Limited
Techniker Ltd
Tekla (UK) Ltd
Tension Control Bolts Ltd
Terence McCormack Ltd
Terrapin Ltd
Terrell International
Thomas Morgan & Associates
Thomasons LLP
Tony Gee & Partners LLP
TPS Consult Ltd
Traditional Structures Ltd
University of Aberdeen
University of Birmingham
University of Bolton
University of Bristol
University of Dundee
University of East London
University of Edinburgh
University of Greenwich
University of Leeds
University of Liverpool
The University of Manchester
University of Nottingham
University of Paisley
University of Plymouth
University of Portsmouth
University of Salford
University of Sheffield
University of Southampton
University of Surrey
University of the West of England
University of Wales Swansea
University of Warwick
URS Corporation Ltd
Vertex Systems
W A Fairhurst & Partners
W F Brown Associates Ltd
W S Britland & Co Ltd
Wakefield MDC Building Control
Walsh Associates
Walter Watson Ltd
Warley Construction Co Ltd
Waterman Structures Ltd
Watson Steel Structures Ltd
WCJ Engineers
Wessex Structural Services Ltd
Westbury Park Engineering Ltd
Westok Ltd
Whitbybird
White Young Green Consulting Ltd
WIG Engineering Ltd
William Haley Engineering Ltd
William Hare Ltd
William J Marshall & Partners
The Willocks Practice
Wood Boyle Partnership
Wright Associates
WSP Group

Organisations 		
with Member Service
Agreements with the SCI
Highways Agency
Institution of Structural Engineers

International 		
Corporate Members
Australia
Australian Steel Institute
Australian Steel Institute
BlueScope Steel Research
Cocciardi Pty Ltd
Belgium
Bocad Service International S A
International Iron & Steel Institute (IISI)
Staalinfocentrum - Centre Information
Acier

Brazil
Brazilian Centre of Steel Construction 		
(CBCA)
CODEME Engenharia S.A.
Gerdau Acominas S.A.
Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto
Universidade de Sao Paulo
USIMINAS
Canada
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction
Chile
Construcciones Y Montajes S.A
(COYMSA)
Croatia
Institut Gradevinarstva Hrvatske d.d.
Egypt
Project Management Systems
Finland
HAMK University of Applied Sciences
Rautaruukki Oyj
Seinajoki Polytechnic
VTT Building and Transport
France
CTICM
Terrell International
Germany
Bauen mit Stahl e.V.
Stahl + Verbundbau gmbh
Greece
Computer Control Systems SA
Democritus University of Thrace
K.Liaromatis SA
Maraveas & Associates SA
Metallostegastiki SA
Technical Chamber of Greece (TEE)
Hong Kong
Arup Group
Corus Asia Ltd
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
WSP Asia
India
Bechtel Overseas Corporation
Institute for Steel Development & Growth
Ireland
Andrew Mannion Structural 		
Engineers Ltd
Barrett Mahony Consulting Engineers Ltd
Barry Kelleher & Associates
CBA Consulting Engineers
C S Pringle Consulting Engineers
Corus Ireland
Coyle Kennedy Ltd
Cronin Buckley*
DBFL Consulting Engineers Ltd
Denis O’Sullivan & Associates
Downes Associates
Duggan Steel
ESB International Ltd
Frank Fox & Associates
Fusion Building Solutions
Hanley Pepper Consulting Engineers
Hayes Higgins Partnership
J B Barry & Partners Limited
Jacobs Engineering
Joda Engineering Consultants
John Killian & Co Structural Engineers
Kilgallen & Partners Consulting
Engineers Ltd
Leonard Engineering (Ballybay) Ltd
McCabe Delaney
The McKenna Pearce Practice
Metcon
Michael Punch & Partners
Milltown Engineering Ltd
National University of Ireland, Galway
Nestor Kelly
Newell Roofing Products
O’Connor Sutton Cronin
Oliver Russell & Associates Ltd
Paddy Wall & Sons
Pat O’Gorman & Associates
Project Management Ltd
RPS Consulting Engineers Ltd
SIAC Butlers Steel Ltd
Stanta Limited
Steel & Roofing Systems Ltd
T J O’Connor & Associates
TOBIN Consulting Engineers
Walsh Draughting Services Ltd

Italy
Politecnico Di Milano
Universita Degli Studi Di Trento
Kenya
David Engineering Ltd
Steel Structures Ltd
Korea
Hyundai Steel Company
Korea University
Principality of Liechtenstein
HILTI AG
Lithuania
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
Malaysia
Corus Asia Ltd
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM)
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
Malta
TBA Periti
The Netherlands
Bouwen met Staal
Delft University of Technology
New Zealand
Heavy Engineering Research Association
Norway
Tee Consult Holding AS
Pakistan
Metecno Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd
Portugal
Universidade de Aveiro
Universidade de Coimbra – Polo II
Qatar
Metalex Trading & Contracting Co. W.L.L
Romania
Altiscad SRL
Russia
Steel Construction LLC
Republic of Singapore
Corus South East Asia Pte Ltd
Jurong Engineering Ltd
LSW Consulting Engineers
Ngee Ann Polytechnic
Singapore Structural Steel Society
South Africa
Southern African Institute of Steel 		
Construction
Tricom Structures
Spain
In Hoc Signo Vinces, S.L.
ITEA
University of Navarra
Sweden
Luleå University of Technology
Swedish Institute of Steel Construction
Turkey
CIMTAS Celik Imalat Montaj Ve 		
Tesisat A.S.
UMO Architecture Engineering and
Consulting Ltd Co
United Arab Emirates
Corus Middle East
Emirates Building Systems LLC
GINCO Steel L.L.C.
Techno Steel Construction Co
WSP Middle East Ltd
USA
American Institute of Steel 		
Construction Inc
American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI)
Corus America Inc
Epic Metals Corporation
Steel Recycling Institute
*New corporate members since last long
list in October 2007 issue
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We cover more…
This 5,500 tonnes roof assembly
was delivered on time using
FabTrol MRP software

More users, more features, more productivity.
Estimating
Drawing Management
& 3D Model Imports
Project Management
Material Management
Production Management
LEARN MORE ONLINE
Read our white paper on “Applying
Lean Manufacturing Concepts to Steel
Fabrication“ at www.cscworld.com/lean

FabTrol MRP has been a market leader in the supply of management information
software to the steel fabrication industry for the last 25 years. It is one of the world’s
most extensively used and feature-rich MIS solutions, representing best practice
from over 1000 fabricators.
FabTrol MRP is a truly integrated and scaleable solution that incorporates all the
key business functions involved in the steel fabrication process.
By improving the quality and availability of management and operational
information, FabTrol MRP users are proven to reduce operating costs whilst
increasing their effectiveness.
For more information on our software please visit our website
www.cscworld.com or contact us on +44 (0)113 239 3000.

WWW.cscworld.com

CSC (UK) Limited
Yeadon House, New Street, Pudsey, Leeds LS28 8AQ. England
tel +44 (0)113 239 3000 fax +44 (0)113 236 0546
e-mail sales@cscworld.com website WWW.cscworld.com
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